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Renewed commercial relations between the 
(Jnited States and Communist count! ies have 
raised public and congressional interest in the 
benefits of such trsde, the policies being fol- 
lowed, and the executive branch’s role in 
bilateral and multilateral East-bkst trade 
issues. 

GAO’s report reviews East-West trade polic\es, 
programs, and procedures to provide informa, 
tion on, and an assessment of, the executive 
branch’s role. 
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CDMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE tiNltED CSATE8 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20848 

’ To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This is the summary statement of our classified 
report on the Government’s role in East-West Trade-- 
problems and issues. It is being issued concurrently 
with the report. 

We are sending ccpies of this statement to the 
Director, Office of Management and Budget; Executive 
Director, Council on International Economic PO1 icy: 
Assistants to the President for National Security and 
Economic Affairs; Sp,-cial Representative for Trade 
Negotiations; Director, Central Intelligence Agency; 
Chairman, Export-Import Bank of the United States: 
and the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, 
State, and the Treasury. 
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Stimulation of trade is a fundmental nart 
of the Ilni ted :itates endeavor to improve 
relations with Communist countries. The 
nature ot tne relatlonsnlp necessitates 
coordinated negotiations across a sqectruln 
of political, strategic, and eccnomlc is- 
sues. U.S. policy is based on the assump- 
tion that such countries are willinq to 
develop and maintain constructive and 
harmonious relationships for economic gains. 

U.S. trade with Communist countries resulted 
in a $1.2 billion surplus in 1974 and will 
produce a larqer surplus in 1975. This trade 
represented 2 percent of U.S. exports and 3 
percent of U.S. imports. The major importance 
of this trade is political, since its overall 
ecoi.o;tic impoittitlce on the nationai economy 
is 1 imited. U.S. trade with its major trad- 
ing partners far outweiqhs the potential 
economic benefits from expa;lded trade with 
Communist countries. 

General assessment 

Trade with Communist countries involves dif- 
ferent economic concepts and political ideo- 
logies which require special governmental 
institutions and arrangements not found in * 
trade with the Western world. The concentrated 
economj!c leverage and global inteiliqence that 
a centrally planned economy can bring into the 
trade relationship places U.S. firms at a dis- 
advantage in negotiations. The limited deqree 
of executive branch involvement and unilateral 
actions by American firms do not provide ade- 
quate protection of U.S national interests in 
matters such as the transfer of advanced tech- 
nologies through informal exchanges and dis- 
cuss ions. 

\ 
In assessins the effectiveness of the U.S re- 

? i sponse to the issues involved in East-West 

, 
trade, GAO found that the U.S. Governme\nt needs 

@aL?s_el. Llpon removal. tne report iD-76- 13a 
cipw date should be noted hereon. i 
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to establish rules and procedures which 
both protect and promote U.S. interests. 
The U.S. response has been complicated by 
difficulties in four major areas: policy 
formation, promotion and f inancinq programs, 
export controls and technology exchanges, 
and capacity to achieve a batance of diplo- 
matic and commercial benefits. 

1. U’.S, trade oolicy basically has been de- 
veloped through a political and,strategic 
interagency decisionmaking process. This 
process has not insured that U.S. positions 
were clearly defined and properly analyzed 
before decisions or implementation plans 
were made. The principal reasons are: 

--Differing perceptions of executive aqen- 
ties, each with certain interests and in- 
fluence, on the dir’ection and cbjectives 
for improving relations with Communist 
countries. The ultimate direction of 
policy is frequently shaped by the agency 
given the lead for determininq policy op- 
tions. 

--Absence of procedures for congressional 
involvement in executive branch foreign 
trade negotiations. (See pp. 2 to 9 
and 52 to 59.) 

2. To support its foreign Folicy initiatives, 
as well as to enhance the purely commercial 
benefits of trade, the executive branch b 
established Government and private sector 
institutions to promote, facilitate, 
and monitor trade with Communist countries. 

Promotional activities which support U.S’firms 
in trading with Communist countries have suc- 
ceeded in establishing trade relationships, 
but some activities, such as executive-level 
and industry-organized Government-approved 
trade missions, are of questionable effective- 
ness. (See pp. 12 and 13.) 

The Export-Import Bank of the United States 
finances the export sales of U.S. goods 
and services. Before restrictions were 
placed on its activity by the Eximbank and 
Trade Acts of 1974, Eximbank had extended 
direct loan credits to Romania, the Sovie: 
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Union, and Poland of $47 million, $469 mil- 
lion, and $103 million respectively. 

Eximbank examines loan applications on a 
case-by-case basis. Approvals or rejec- 
tions are based on various internal cri- 
ter ia. Its files contain almost no docu- 
mentation on reasons for approving the fi- 
nancing for specific transactions so it is 
unclear which of its criteria is most im- 
portant. The absence of specific criteria 
for determining whether to approve financ- 
ing also makes lt difficult, if not impos- 
sible, to assert that the Soviet Union is 
or is not receiving preferential treatment, 

Eximbank’s analysis of creditworthiness of 
Communist countries has been hampered by 
the lack of some financial information 
requested. Its unique agreements with 
Poland and the Soviet Union provide that 
only their respective Banks for Foreign 
Trade can apply to the Bank for financing 
of potential transactlons. Thus I U.S ex- 
porters or the commerciai banks represent- 
ing the exporters are precluded from apply- 
ing for Eximbank financing. (See pp. 14 
to 22.) 

3. Commodities and technology con’sidered to 
be of strategic importance are subject 
to U.S. national security export controls. 
However, there are significant limitations 
on the aoministration of export control 
regulations and procedures because of 
major differences between executive agen- 
cies on how these are interpreted. Com- 
merce seeks to promote American exports, 
Defense to protect U.S security interests, 
and State to enhance diplomatic’ cbjectives. 
Regulations on the transfer of technology 
are unenforceable. The existence of two 
separate export control review comnittees 
which differ only slightly in their ac- 
tivities is not justified. Differing de- 
partmental priorities have resulted in a 
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continuous pattern of ad hoc decision- 
making and fragmented consideration of 
strategic export controls. (See pp. 26 
to 38.) 

U.S. officials directly concerned with ex- 
port control issues have little confidence 
in the multinational Coordinating Committee 
system for controlling strategic exports. 
U.S. export control and foreign policy de- 
cisionmaking work against maintaining a 

i multilateral consensus on the importance of 
strategic export controls. (See pp. 42 to 
49.) 

4. There is an absence of precision and con- 
. senses within the executive branch about 

what U.S. diplomatic objectives are, whether 
they have been or are being achieved, or 
what they would be worth if forthcoming. 
Accordingly, little information was pub- 
licly available from the Government on ’ 
these matters. 

It is doubtful whether trade can become 
a useful diplomatic instrument in U.S.- 
Soviet relationships unless the executive 
branch achieves a meaningful consensus on 
objectives and takes a more direct role in 
using the leverage of providing export 
credits and access to U.S. commodities and 
technology. The American public and Congress 
should have a greater awareness of both facts 
and objectives. (See pp. 52 to 54.) 

The expansion of U.S.-Soviet trade requires 
-. a greater U.S. effort to improve the balance 

of commercial berlefits by matching the con- 
centra,ted negotiating power of the Soviet 
Union ‘under its 

i 
centrally planned economy. 

t 
Given the nature of the Scviet system, U.S. 
response to the imbalance in negotiating 
strength must be through more effective ar,d 
increased executive branch involvement in 

\ both bilateral and multilateral trade rela- 

\ 
tionships. (See pp. 54 to 59.) 

Recommend,a t ions 

7 GAO is making a series of recommendations for 
the subject areas below to the executive 

\, 
\ branch sgencies and policy councils concerned 
/ 
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with East-West trade. These recommendat ions 
are intended to: 

Policy formation, decision- 
making, and capacity to achieve 
reciprocity of benefits 

-- 

(See p. 10 and pp. 61to 65.) 

--Improve executive branch understanding of 
the nature and implications of differences 
between the economies of the Western world 
and those of the Communist countries. 

--Obtain improvements in Communist coun- 
tries’ commercial practices. 

--Increase the degree of executive branch in- 
volvement in U.S. company-Communist country 
commercial negotiations in order to fully 
protect U.S. national interests and to per- 
mit more direct and effective support for 
commercial interests. 

--Reduce the present fragmentation in policy 
formation by granting the East-West Foreign 
Trade Board full responsibility for deter- 
mining broad policy objectives and devising 
implementing plans and programs. 

--Upgrade the executive branch’s data colieo- 
tion, analytical capabilities, and coordin- 
ation. 

--Achieve greater Western multilateral coordin- 
ation to develop unified objectives and im- 
plementation programs for trade with Communist 
countries. 

Export promotion and financing 
?See p. 14 and pp. 24 and 25.) 

--Increase the executive branch’s ability to 
respond to the needs of U.S. businessmen by 
improving the flow of information on Commun- 
ist countries’ import needs, currency alloca- 
tions, and financial yr;sitions. 

--Make Eximbank more responsive to U.S. ex- 
porters by renegotiating the operating agree- 
ments with Poland and the Soviet Union to 
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permit U.S. exporters to apply for financing 
of potential transactions. 

--Improve Eximbank’s approval of fir‘ancing ap- 
plications by establishing more precise cri- 
teria and providing for better analysis and 
documentation. 

--??rovide that the authorization of losns for 
other than economic reasons require specific 
Presidential and congressional approval. 

--Achieve multilateral Western treatment of 
the Soviet Union as a wealthy country in 
agreements on harmonization of export credit 
terms. 

Export controls and technology exchanges 
(See pp. 39 to 41 and pp. 50 and 51.) 

--Strengthen the Department of Commerce’s role 
in upholding ard licensing national security- 
controlled commodity exports. c * 

--Alter the Department of State’s role in ex- 
port controls to conform with the lead-role 
concept for Coamerce and expand State’s 
monitoring role in technology exchanges. 

--Improve executive branch understanding of 
international technology transfers and their 
impacts on national security and the domes- 
tic economy, including the objectives, organ- 
izational requirements, and responsibilities 
for monitoring such transfers, 

--Clarify the Department of Defense’s responsi- 
bilities in formulating and reviewing export 
controls. 

--Have the Department of State ccnsider the ef- 
fects of liberalized trade with Communist 
countries on the continuance of the inter- 
national Coordinating Committee system for 
multilateral strategic export coiltrols. 

--Ensure that U.S. interagency posi tion 3 on 
* major foreign exception cases are consistent 

with positions on U.S. cases snd are sup- 
ported by foreign policy decision:;. 
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--Ensure that the necessity and value of a 
multilateral consensus on export controls 
is carefully weig:.ed a ,inst U.S national 
security interests. 

Executivct branch comments 

A single, coordinated executive branch re- 
sponse to our report was received from agen- 
cies of the East-West Foreign Trade Board 
and the Department of Defense. (A separate 
response from the Central intclliyence 
Agency indicated no substantive disrjreement 
with the report.) The Board’s response was 
not intended to comment specifically on all 

. the detailed matters contained in the report. 
It stated that the tone of rhe report was 
misleadincr in some instances and that many 
of the major conclusions were unsupported 
by the facts. 

The response addressed, in overall terms, the 
pertinent issues as the Board viewed them. 
However, the comments were not fully re- 
sponsive to the issues raised by GA3. The 
lack of commentary on specific matters in 
the report‘was not intended to indicate 
the Board’s agreement with the information 
provided, conclusions reached, or reccmmen- 
daticns made. Accordingly, al though the 
Board indicated concurrence with some recom- 
mendations, the: were not identified and 
the response offered no indication of any 
implementing actions. The Board argued 
that realistic and effective East-West trade 
policies and procedures were in existence. 

Detailed comments on GAO’s evr tion are in- 
cluded at the end of appropriaL, .,apters. 
(See pp! 9, 22, 38, and 59.) A cc-,y of the 
Board’s response is included as appendix T. 

Matters for Consideration of Congress 

This report should be helpful to Congrt,s in 
analyzing the issues involved in bilate ’ 
multilateral East-West irade and in r P -J-Q 
to various legislative needs. 

Congressional deliberations .-,‘?ould consider 
GAO’s recommendations for im, Jving executive 
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branch agencies’ capabilities for dealing 
with East-West trade issues and the need 
for legislation identified in this report. 
Congress should also consider: 

1. Establishing proced EZQS for congressional 
involvement in executive branch foreign 
trade and economic activities, including 
bilateral negotiations. (See p. 10.) 

2. Zstablishing a procedure for unif ie:i 
consideration of the linked political, 
strategic, and economic issues invoJ:ded 
with East-West trade which are cvrreltt.ly 
within the jurisdiction of various leg- 
islative committees. (See p. 10.) 

3. Examining the administration of national 
and international export controls and 
technology export exchanges and the im- 
plications for national security and the 
domestic economy. (See pp. 39 and 49.) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Beginning in about 1969, the United States embarked on a 
foreign policy designed to normalize relations with the Soviet 
Union, the People’s Republic of China, and the Communist coun- 
tries of East Europe. l/ This effort became known as detente--a 
relaxation of international tensions--and encompassed a broad 
range of political and economic considerations. 

Congressional and public interest focused on the renewed 
trading.relationships and the roJ2 of trade in detente. Little 
information was publicly available from the Government on the 
actual benefits, objectives, and policies and on the executive 
branch’s capacity to deal effectively with the bilateral and 
multilateral relationships of such trade. 

We, therefore, undertook to provide a report to Con- 
gress which would contain information on and an assessment 
of t?;ese matters. This summary is an unclassified version of 
the information provided to Congress on (1) U.S. trade policy 
and the policy formation process, (2) export promotion and 
financing programs, (3) export controls ana technology, 
and (4) the balance of diplomatic and commercial benefits. 

Information for the study was obtained through extensive 
interviews with Government and business officials in the 
United States and abroad and through an examination of records 
at the key agencies in Washington. Restrictions Flaced on our 
access to individuals and records precluded as comprehensive 
an examination as was warranted in certain areas. See ch?p 
ter 7 for the scope of our review and the rtstrictions on ac- 
C@SS.. 

i/East Europe as used in this summary refers to Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Ijungary, Poland, and Romania. 
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CHAPTER 2 

U.S. TRADE POLICY AND 

THE POLICY FORMATION PROCESS 

U.S. relations with Communist countries involve iany and 
varied national considerations, the nature of which link di- 
plomacy, national security, economics, and technology. Sir.ce 
World War Ii, repeated efforts have been made to achieve a 
constructive relationship and have continuously focused on 
United States-Soviet relations. 

In this renewed relationship, the current assumption 
is that Communist countries ire willing to develop and 
maintain constructive and harmonious relationships for 
economic gains. U.S. objectives are to achieve a broad 
normalization of relations, thereby creating a cooperative 
environment, an incentive for responsible and restrained 
international conduct, and opportunities for economic bene- 
fits. 

ADMINISTRATION INITIATIVES 

In 1969, the Nixon Administration began implementing a 
foreign policy designed to normalize diplomatic, strategic, 
and economic relations with Communist countries. The policy 
adopted was develop.4 within the National Security Council 
(NSC) and Council on International Economic Policy (CIEP), 
an interagency decisionmaking structure which basically has 
a political rather than an economic context. The strategy 
sought progress on a broad range of issues and was b;sed on 
the conviction that progress in one area added momentum to 
progress in others. Trade liberalization was seen as an in- 
centive for improved cooperation in political and strategic 
relations. 

The policy adopted was that progress on political and 
strategic issues would precede progress on economic issues, 
with trade being the policy instrument used to achieve politi- 
cal progress. 
tab1 ished e 

A general political/economic linkage was es- 
No specificpolitisal/economic linkages have ever 

existed, according to present executive branch.Qfficials. 

The Soviet Union has been the central focus of U.S. ef- 
forts to improve relations with Communist countries since 
World War II. Soviet relations with other Communist coun- 
tries have determined the pace of these countries’ efforts 
to expand trade with Western nations, and current U.S. 
policy reflects these considerations. The Nixon Administra- 
tion began moving on trade issues first with the Soviet Union 
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and then, on the basis of political importance, with other 
Communist countries. This policy is recognized as being 
less apnlicablo to the People’s Reoublic of China. 

To sunport the f>reicfn oolicy initiatives, as well as to 
enhance the purely ccmmcrcial benefits of trade, the executive 
branch created Govsrrment and private sector institutions to 
promote, facilitate, and monitor trade with Communist countries. 
The Government’s involvcmcnt in creating such institutions 
recognized that trade witn nonmarket economies differed from 
trade with traditional U.S. trading oartners and reflected 
the desire that detente not be harmed by trade barriers. 

A new Bureau of East-West trade was created within the 
Commerce Department, an interagency Tolicy Committee was ap- 
pointed to advise the President on East-West trade issues, and 
a series of bilateral commercial, agricultural, and technolog- 
ical commissions and agreements were made between the United 
States and Communist countries. These actions enabled the 
Government to assist businesses interestecl in trading with 
Communist countries, to coordinate East-West trade policy, and 
to more directly manage the trade relationships. 

L 
The followiilg chart shows the basic trade policy 

decisionmaking process. It reflects the structure used 
within the Nixon Administration. The Ford Administration 
has basically maintained the structure; however, several 
new White House organizations may play an increasingly 
important role in developing trade policy. 

;  
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The Economic Policy Board (EPO), established by President 
Ford on September 30, 1974, and chaired by the Secretary of 
the Treasury, is the present focal ooint for formulatinq, co- 
ordinating, and implementing all economic policy within the 
U.S. Government. 

The President issued Executive Order 11846 on March 27, 
l975, which implemented several orovFsions of the Trade Act 
of 1974 related to East-West trade. The Executive Order con- 
verted the President’s former Committee on East-West Trade 
Policy into the East-West Foreiqn Trade Board. The Secretary 
of the Treasury is also chairman of this Board, and the 
Assistant to the President for Economic Affairs is the deputy 
chairman. Other members include the Secretaries of State, 
Aariculture, and Commerce; Special Representative for Trad? 
tleqot ia t ions: Director of the Office of lvranagement and Buduet; 
Executive Director of the Councii on International Economic 
Policy: and the President of the Export-Import Bank of the 
United States. 

The Board is expected to perform functions previously 
handled by the President’s Committee on East-West Trade 
Policy. It will irsurc that trade between the United States 
and nonmarket economies; is in the ii.5. nationai interest 
and receive reports from (a) private industry on exports 
of technology vital to the U.S. national interest and (b) 
Government entities on extensions of credits, quarantees, 
or insurance to Eastern countries in excess of $5 million 
during any calendar year. It will also report auarterly to 
Congress on U.S. trade and bilateral economic activity 
with nonmarket economies. The Board, however, will not 
advise the President on sections of the Trade Act which deal 
with freedom of emigration and the related extension of most 
favored nation tariff status, as these matters have been left 
to the Secre.ary of State to discharge. In connection with 
the Board’s ii bliqation to receive reports on exports of tech- 
nology vital to the U.S. national interest, the Board will 
rely on the information generated throuqh the Commerce 
Department’s export control system. 

\ 
The vast number of committees, workinq oroups, and execu- 

, tive branch orqanizationo concerned with East-West trade is- 
, sues are composed qenerally of the same membershio as the 

Fan+-West Yoreicjn Trade Board. Althouqh principal policy op- 

7’ 
I.: are developed on an interagency basis, East-West trade 

;a~aos have been handled in many different ways, wi:h no con- 
si.z%ent pattern of study, analysis, and decisionmakinq. Gen- 
orally, issues have been reviewed by (1) ad hoc interagency 
groups under the Policy Con$mittee, (2) task forces directed 
by a sinqle department, or (3) interagency task forces operat- 
ilhg under CIEP or NSC, 



: . 

The decisions to delay and renegotiate the October 1974 
Russian grain purchases were made within the Economic Policy 
Board’s Committee on Food, composed of its Executive Committee 
supplemented by State and Agricuiture representatives. An 
interagency Deputies Group on Food prepared the basic staff 
analyses and option papers for higher level review and deci- 
sionmaking. . 

The initiative and-decisions which resulted in segotia- 
tion of the October 1975 long-term qrain supply agreement 
between the United States and the Soviet Union were made 
within the framework of the EPD-NSC Food Group established 
in September 1975. This initiative represents a chazge in 
previous executive branch policy in recognition of the need 
for Government involvement to protect the U.S. grain market 
from the enormous variation in Soviet grain purchases from 
year to year. Previously, Agriculture was ,able to success- 
fully oppose restrictions 0:i Soviet open access to U.S. 
grain markets. Since formation of the EFB-NSC Food Group, 
the Deputies Group on Food has been relegated to improving 
executive branch agricultural forecasting and no longer 
provides analyses and option papers for general agricultural 
policy matters. 

The interagency process ;:as not insured that agency posi- 
tions are clearly defined and properly analyzed before deci- 
sions or implementation plans are made. Moreover, once . 
agency has been given or has assumed the lead in partic .nr 
negotiations, there has been no guarantee that true inter- 
agency consultations will occur. This is pri;: ipally because . 
of differences about the reasons for improv: ;‘n;ted States-. 
Communist relations and because of the poker . :d influence 
of cabinet. and other senior-level advisers,, These reasons 
have frequently determined the ultimate direction of policy 
and are evidenced in determining the U.S. position in Soviet 
lend-lease negotiations, Soviet grain purchases in 1974, and 
U.S. econanic policies toward Eastern Europe. 

TRADE PROGRAM PLANNING 

No planning program with specific and clearly defined 
commercial objectives for U.S. trade with Communist countries 
has been developed. Country commercial programs, which ordi- 
narily reflect coordinated consideration of U.S. trade objec- 
tives and activities for attaining them, are not prepared 
for Communist markets. As showrl below U.S. trade with Com- 
munist countries approximates only about 2 percent of U.S. ex- 
ports and 3 percent of imports. 



JAPAN IIX 

OTHEIOEVCLWED 10% 
-_-- 

VEC IX 

OTHER LESS DCVELOPED i-’ 

COlYUNlil 

Although we did not have complete access to all inter- 
agency studies, the NSC and CIEP studies we reviewed did not 
develop trade strategies and*implementation plans. J!hey did 
concern issues involved in normalizing economic and commer- 
cial relations and in establishing a framework within which 
private American firms could participate in trade with Communist 
countries. 

We were advised that the Ford Administration presently 
has a unified set of objectives in East-West trade. These 
objectives are io (1) eliminate the freedom of emigration 
requirements (Jackson-Vanik Amendment) in the Trade Act, 
(2) eliminate the restrictions on extension of U.S. export 
financing, (3) continue to press for greater U.S. markets 
in Communist countries, and (4) obtain the economic benefits 
associated with increased exports. The East-West Foreign 
Trade Board nas emphasized that favorable action by Congress 
on trade matters would depend to a large degree on Communist 
countries’ actions and policies in other areas of detente. 

Chapter 6 of this statement discussts the balance of 
diplomatic and commercial benefits and co.ltains recommenda- 
tions for improving the process of policy formulation and 
decisionmaking for U.S. trade with Communist countries. 

CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTATION 

Congress has constitutional responsibility for regula- 
ting trade. It delegates administration of this responsibi- 
lity to the executive branch, which has the constitutional 
responsibility for negotiating wit\ foreign governments. 
No clear guidance and interpretation exists on the President’s 
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author it)* to conduct trade-related discussions in periods when, 
there il: no conl?rcssionsl dclcast ion of thin authority. When 
the PresiJent’s authority to i.rtpl-?ment the results of trade 
neqotiations expires as it did in 1967, trade issues have 
been discusse(J or neqotiated usinq Presidential authority 
for negotiating with fcreiqn qovernments. 

Even thouqh it is clear that trade negotiations are 
within the traditional purview of Congress, initial ncqotia- 
tions with the Soviet Union took place wlthout prior consultn- 
tion or cooperation with Conqrcss. This type of negotiation 
contr.buted to subseauent disaqreements between the President 
and Conqress on trade issues. 

During 1369-74 when the overall policy and framework 
for East-West trade was established, the President conducted 
discussions and negotiations without seeking the consent of 
Congress, but generally kept congressional leaders inform,?d. 
The President generally made agreements on trade and foreJ.gn 
economic issues in one of three ways, 

1. Agreements under authority granted him by other 
trade legislation; for example, the 1972 acrreement 
witn the Soviet Union on reciprocai financing pro- 
cedures was entered into on the basis of the 
Presidential national interest determination as 
required by the E:,port-Import Bank Act. 

2. Agreements which require congressional action to 
become effective; for example, the 1972 trade 
agreement with the Soviet Union and the 1974 claims 
agreement with Czechoslovakia. 

3. Agreements on his sole authority; for- example, 
the 1974 long-term agreement with the Soviet Union 
to facilitate econcmic, industrial, and technical 

‘I cooperation. 
\ The Case Act was passed in 1972 because of congressional 

concern over the increased use of executive aqreemcnts in 
foreign affair -, such as those used in establishing trade re- 
lations between the United States and the Communist countries. 
Although this act requires the Secretary of State to submit 
all international agreements to Congress for its information, 
there are differences oE opinion between Conqress and the 

sident regarding the scope of the act. 

:, Conqress can reauire infcrmation and hold hearings on 
foreign economic and trade issues, but it has not exercised 
this authorit), with reqard to overall East-West’trade issues 
unti4 recently. To exercise its oversight and consultation 
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role, Congress must have information from those involved in 
making foreign economic decisions. It neither received infor- 
mation nor held hearings on the initial policy studies and 
decisions on U.S. trade w: th Communist countries. The initial 
policy studies were made within the NSC or joint NSC/CIEP 
policy structure, and all information on these studies which 
we reviewed was classified and held very tightly within 
the executive branch. We are unaware that any substantial 
amount of this information was made available to Congress. 
Various agency officials told us that the executive branch 
consults generally with Congress on the basis of what it be- 
lieves Congress wants to know and when it is necessary. 

Senior NSC and CIEP officials directly involved with 
reviewing the policy studies and making decisions or recom- 
mendations to the President have not been called to testify 
on the substance of the studies or the reasons behind the 
decisions. It is unclear whether senior White House officials 
would agree to testify on such matters or would seek to invoke 
exaecutive privilege. 

Because the political, strategic, and economic issues in- 
volved in U.S. trade with Communist countries are not within 
the jurisdiction of any single.committee, Congress cannot play 
an effective oversight role. There is no comparable group 
to the NSC/CIEP policy structure for East-West trade issues. 
We were aiqised by agency officials that congressional leaders 
and committee chairmen have been briefed on executive branch 
actions, but we were not provided with evidence of the sub- 
stance of such briefings, the amount of data provided to 
other Members of Congress, and the extent of congressional 
debate. 

Congressional representation has not been included in 
U.S. delegations to Communist countries when trade or foreign 
economic discussions have occurred. Bilateral organizations, 
such as the Joint U.S.- U.S.S.R. Commercial Commission and the 
American-Romanian Economic Commission established by the 
President for negotiating commercial agreements and moni- 
toring commercial relationships, did net provide for direct 
congressional involvement. Moreover, there is no procedure 
for consultation between executive and congressional staffs 
which would enable Congress to effectively monitor executive 
branch discussions on East-West trade. Actual congressional 
participation in bilateral negotiations may be infeasible, 
but general agreement on basic executive branch positions 
prior to negotiations could be desirable. This would require 
the executive branch to provide information on and to discuss 
relevant issues with at least appropriate committee chairmen 
and ranking members. 
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It‘ trade with Communist countries is to be used to seek 
national interest objectives, the American public and Con- 
gress, in addition to the involved executive branch agencies, 
should be presented with the problems, opportunities, and na- 
tional interests involved. The advantaqes of such trade to 
the United States are not widely appreciated and a qreater 
awareness of both fzts and objectives is needed. The execu- 
tive branch, therefore, should make explicit what it intends 
to do and what it seeks to accomplish. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND CUR EVALUATION 

The East-West Foreign Trade Board’s response charged 
that the overali classified report (1) contained unsub- 
stantiated allegations on the lack of coordination, failure 
to formulate clear gcals, and inadequate implementation of 
policy caused by the lack of an overall Government strategy 
and interagency conflict, and (2) failed to recognize the 
strength of interagency committees and boards and that 
these groups have served to ensure that major policy ini- 
tiatives are consistent with the principal economic, 
political, and military objectives pursued by the U.S. 
Government. 

The response admitted there was imperfect interagency 
coordination, analyses, and decisionmaking in i972, but said 
the decisionmaking process has been improved and strengthened 
since then through the establishment of the East-West Trade 
Policy Committee and its successor organization, the East- 
West Foreign Trade Board, 

We agree that there have been some improvements in these 
areas since 1972, but there are still many problems to be 
reso?ved and issues to be addressed. Examples cited in the 
report involved the 1974-75 period. Most importantly, the 
principal economic, political, and military objectives 
referred tr as being pursued have not been clearly defined 
and EJ1an.s and programs devised to achieve them are equally 
ambiguous. Moreover, basic issues, such’ a; the Government’s 
role in the trade relationship, relative p!.iority of objec- 
tives, consultation with Congress, criteria and standards for 
export controls, and implications of the lir$kage concept, 
have not been fully assessed. 

The Board said that the report exagqera,:ed the signi- 
ficance of U.S. trade in the process of deterlte and, thus, 
the degree to which trade can be used as a lcmver to exact 
concessions. It sai6 that while trade may inprove the 
environment for progress on political issues, trade is not 
the policy instrument used to achieve political progress. 
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The importance attached to trade as a factor in 
detente by the executive branch is amply demonstrated by 
a variety of actions including (1) the establishment of a 
separate Bureau of East-West Trade in Commerce, (2) forma- 
tion of the President’s Committee on East-West Trade, (3) 
establishment by the Government of the various Joint 
Commissions, and (4) national interest detorminations made 
by the President to make the Soviet Union, Poland and Romania 
eligible for Goverrment financing. Exerutive branch actions 
and studies have been clearly characterized by a concern 
that adverse decisions on trade matters could interrupt the 
momentum of detente. 

We appreciate the limitations of trade as a lever to 
exact concessions. We indicate in chapter 6 that trade, 
in theory, could help shape Soviet diplomatic behavior but 
that its influence was indeterminant. The most important 
limitation on trade being used to exact concessions is the 
failure of the executive branch to recognize the uniaue char- 
acter of East-West trade (imbalance in bargaining leverage) 
and to take a more direct role in identifying desired con- 

’ cessions and controlling the sources of U.S. leverage. As 
a practical matter, there is no evidence that the executive 
branch has consciously tried to manipulate trade in exchange 
for specific diplomatic concessions. Executive branch offi- 
cials advised us there are no specific linkages betwl?en U.S. 
trade initiatives and Soviet diplomatic behavior. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION OF CONGRESS 

Clearly established procedures are needed for congres- 
sional involvement in the President’s foreign trade and 
economic negotiations. To accomplish this, Congress pay 
wish to consider establishing a joint executive-congressional 
group to consult to reach agreement on (1) Presidential 
authority for negotiating trade and economic issues in the 
absence of a congressional delegation of authority or dec- 
laration Of intent to implement negotiation results and (2) 

\ 

proLzdures for : 

--Congressional participation in planning for such 
negotiations. 

i 
--Congresti to receive information and to question 

those involved in executive branch studies, 
I decisions, and negotiations. 

. “IT --Resolving questions on the doctrine of executive 
privilege. 

? \ --Congressional consultations on nositions to be 
taken in meetings of bilateral crganiqations, 
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such as the Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. Commercial 
Commission. 

--Formal and institutionalized staff interchanges 
of data and ideas on East-West trade studies, 
reviews, and evaluations. 

East-West’ trade involves political, strategic, and 
economic issues which are not within the jurisdiction 
of any single congressional committee. Congress should 
also consider establishing a procedure for consideration 
of the linked issues involved with East-West trade. Such a 
procedure would evidence congressional interest, involvement, 
and authority and would tend to clarify congressional responsi- 
bility and authority for foreign trade and economic matters 
to foreign governments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

U.S. EXPORT PROMOTION AND FINANCING PROGRAMS 

The traditional market forces that function in capitalist 
nations do not function freely in Communist economies, so the 
decision to expand East-West trade required that the executive 
branch take a more active role in promoting and financing such 
trade. American businessmen had to be educated in the ground 
rules unde: which trade with Communist states is conducted, 
and the nonconvertibility of Communist currencies created dif- 
ficulties in paying for U.S. goods. The extension of export 
credits by the Export-Import Bank (Eximbank) and the Commodity 
Credit Corpciation (CCC) has provided Communist countries with 
the primary means of paying for Western goods and technology. 

PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES 

The executive branch’s active role in promoting trade with 
Communist countries is evident in the trade agreements with 
the Soviet Union and Romania and in the establishment of Gov- 
ernment (Joint Commercial Comqissions) and private sector 
(National Council for U.S .-China Trade) organizations. The 
Bureau of East-West Trade was established within Coir,merce in 
November 1972 to promote the orderly development of U.S. 
economic relationships with Communist economies and to con- 
tinue Commerce’s responsibility for implementing and enforcing 
the U.S. export control system. Traditional export promotion 
activities of Commsrce’s Bureau of International Commerce 
were adapted tc Communist markets by tl:e ‘Trade Promotion 
Division of the Bureau of East-West Trade. 

As an intermediary in helping American businessmen, the 
Bureau of East-West Trade: 

\ --Provides information, advice, and assistance on various 
aspects of commercial undertakings in Communist coun- 
tries. 

--Offers market information and analyses: 

--Reports on current trade opportunities in Communist 
markets. 

--Arranges person-to-person contacts %lith Communist trade 
0,f f icials. I 

--Helps firms to take part in trade fairs,’ exhibitions, 
and missions to acquaint Communist officials with 
their products. 



--Issues publications on Communist trade practices and 
economic plans. 

The Bureau’s promotional activities have included 
supporting U.S. firms in specialized trade missions, tech- 
nical sales seminars, and international and solo trade and 
industrial exhibits. Certain types of missions have experi- 
enced problems. 

Executive-level missions have succeeded in promotinq 
contacts between senior executives of U.S. firms and hiyh- 
level government ofFicials of three Communist countries. 
However, the manner of selecting participants (primarily 
through telephone solicitation) and the appropriateness of 
such missions is questionable. 

A key U.S. Embassy official opposed such a mission in 
his assigned country, because he felt top ejtecutives of large 
U.S. companies co511d effectively deal with East European govern- 
ment officials without the sponsorshin of the U.S. Ccvernment. 
Further, he felt that host-country officials might perceive 
the U.S. Government as favoring the participating firms, 
Bureau officials advised us that they were unaware of any 
such problems. However, they said no executive-level 
missions to Communist countries were presently scheduled 
for fiscal years 1976 and 1977. 

‘Industry-organized, Government-approved missions are 
formed with the advice and support of Commerce. Al though 
the products represented in such missions are supposed to be 
a homogeneous group within one product theme, such has not 
always been the case. Missions with diverse product lines 
have created a burden on Embassy officials but generated 
few sales. Their effectiveness in Communist countries where 
the governments create the markets is questionable. Bureau 
officials said their ability to control the makeup and desti- 
nation of the missions was limited because the missions are 
organized by an industry or State outside Commerce’s purview 
and there usually was strong domestic pressure to approve 
the missions. 

i 
! The lack of information on import plans, hard currency 

reserves, and currency allocations for planned imports has 
presented substantial obstacles to Government and private 
business efforts to develop meaningful market research data 
in $ommunist countries. Such data is necessary if the U.S. 
Government is to continue encouraging U.S. firms to enter 
Communist markets. Commerce can probably play a more im- 
portant market research role because U.S. officials are able 
to identify, and have relatively free access to,,appropriate 
foreign trade officials. 

\  

, I  
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RECOMMENDATSONS 

The Secretary of Commerce shoul.2: 

--Evaluate the appropriateness of executive level 
trade missions and improve the manner of selecting 
representatives. 

--Evaluate the effectiveness of industry-organized 
Government-approved trade missions to Communist 
countr ies. 

--Press the Communist countries for information on import 
needs and hard currency allocations for these imports. 

--Devote efforts necessary to fulfill Commerce’s 
realizable potential in developing market research 
data. 

EXPORT FINANCING 

Communist currencies are not freely convertible into 
Western currencies. Limited-reserves of hard currencies in 
Communist countries has made paying for Western imports a 
significant problem. Western nations’ extension of most- 
favored-nation tariff treatment, barter deals, joint ven- 
tures, and product-payback contracts are all attempts to 
respond to this problem. The availability of Eximbank and 
CCC export financing has probably been the most significant 
stimulator of U.S. trade with Communist countries. The 
obvious exception is exports to the Peo;:,les’ Republic of 
China because it has generally been reltlctant to use long-term 
credits from any nation. In addition, l:he problem concerninq 
previously extended U.S. export credits to China and other 
u .S. private claims and the linked issuj:, of Chinese assets 
blocked by the United States mucc be\resolved before the 
People’s Republic would be eligible for export financing. 

Ex imbank 

. 

Making Eximbank’s export credit facilities available to a 
Communist country requires a Presidentia’ determination that 
such action is in the U.S. national interest The Department 
of State has taken the lead in advocating these determinations 
as the availability of Eximbank facilitie:; for Communist coun- 
tries has been and continues to be addreshed as a foreign 
policy consideration. Since the time that the President’s 
national interest determinations were made for Romania, the 
Soviet Union, and Poland, Eximbank has ext.ended direct loan 
credits to them amounting to $47 million, $469 million, and 
$103 million, respectively. 
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Eximbank transactions with Communist countries have been 
minimal since mid-1974 due to (1) increased congressional 
criticism, (2) extension of its operating authority on a 
temporary basis from July to December 1974, and (3) restric- 
tions on its activity in Communist countries. The restr ic- 
tions resulted from passage of the Eximbank and Trade Acts 
in December 1974, which made Poland the only Communist country 
eligible for Eximbank financing. The signing of a bilateral 
trade agreement with Romania in 1975 met the conditions speci- 
fied by that legislation and restored Romania’s eligibil- 
ity for Eximbank financing. The Soviets refused to implement 
the 1972 U.S.-Soviet Trade Agreement, because of legislative 
provisions relJted to freedom of emigration requirements. 

-- 
Approval of financing 

The basic purpose of Eximbank is t.o aid in financing and 
to facilitate U.S. exports. It is supposed to meet competi- 
tion of export-financing institutions of other major Western 
nations and to supplement and encourage, but not compete with, 
private export capital. In addition, Eximbank must ascertain 
that its loans offer reasonable assurance of repayment. 

Credit applications are examined on a case-by-case basis 
and preliminary commitmen:.: or loan authorizations are issued, 
An application for a loan authorization does not have to be 
preceded by a preliminary commitment, but it generally is in 
transactions with Communist countries eligible for financing. 

Eximbank has agreements with Romania, the Soviet Union, 
and Poland on procedures for applying for its financing. The 
procedures for the Soviet Union and Poland are ur,ique in that 
they permit only the respective Banks for Foreign Trade to 
,apply for preliminalq commitments. Normally, the U.S. ex- 
porter or the co,mmercial institution representing the exporter 
applies for preliminary commitments. L/ 

\ U.S. suppliers may invest substantial time and money in 
designing projects on the basis of the issuance of a prelimi- 
nary commitment to .‘inance it. This could increase the 
pressure on Eximba rc to authorize the loan. In addition, 
since the governments of the Soviet Union and Poland are the 
applicants for financing, Eximbank denial of a loan authoriza- 
tion for which a preliminary commitment had already 

L/An indication that Eximbank will proceed expeditiously to 
obtain formal and final approval when the specified condi- 
tions of the commitment have been met; a preliminary com- 
mitment is not legally binding, but in the words of an 
ExFbank official, “it is a kind of a moral obligation.” 
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boon issued presents obvious foreiqn policy implications. 
This has happened only once, in regard to Poland. Eximhank’s 
issuance of a preliminary commitment, therefore, not the loan 
authorization, is most significant in these cases and a riqor- 
ous analysis should support its approval. 

There are no comprehensive guidelines for determininq 
whether to issue a preliminary commitment but Eximbank offi- 
cials indicated the following criteria were qenerally 
nppl icable. 

--Financial condition of purchaser. 

--Creditworthiness of country. 

--Foreign competition. 

--Willingness of private commercial banks to participate. 
a 
--Technical feasibility of project. 

There have been conflicti:ig statements as to which of 
these criteria are paramount. Exirrbank officials have stated 
that a preliminary commitment is issued only if it is deter- 
indncd that Eximbank financing is essential for the U.S. ex- 
~OF~CF to consummate the sale. This indicates that fr’oreign 
competition and willingness of private commercial banks to 
participate are most important. However, a former Eximbank 
nsnior vice president wrote that tile decision to finance was 
baaed on an assessment of the creditworthiness of the pur- 
clhoning country. Cximbank’s Board of Directors dec:.de on pre- 
liminary commitment applications on the basis of the judgment 
of the individual Board members, who rely for technical sup 
port tin information contained in the Preliminary Commitment 
Memorandum. 

We examined Eximbank’s issuance of 16 preliminary com- 
mitments to the Soviet Union-- totaling about $469 million-- 
according to the criteria, We did not evaluate the auality 
QF depth of the analysis on the technical feasibility of 
financed projects. , 

Since the Communist qovernments are the actual borrowers, 
the creditworthiness of the purchasinq country is an important 
factor in analyzing whether the commitment should be made. 
Information on the international financial position of the 
Soviet Union, Poland, and Romania has been difficult for 
Ex imban:; to obtain. State secrecy laws prohibit disclosure 
of some required data (for example, the hard-currency reserve 
data of the Soviet Union). Recently, however, Romania joined 
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khc World- Bank and the International Monetary Fund, which 
rtrt;ultcd in a considerably freer flow of Ro;nanian balance- 
of-payments information. Poland’s recent heavy participation 
in Western capital markets has led to qreater availability 
ol information on its financial position. 

Financial data requested from the Soviet Union, however, 
has not been forthcoming. The Soviets have not made balance- 
ol-payments data available to any of its Western creditors, 
oomc! of whom have considerably larger exposures in the Soviet 
Uninn than Eximbank does. The Soviet Union probably is a bet- 
ter credit risk than are individual importers or some other 
countries. However, receipt of this information is necessary 
if Kximbank is to apply the same standards for judging credit- 
worthiness as it epplies to other borrowers and to answer 
criticism of providing preferential treatment. 

Eximbank credit must be competitive with that offered by 
other Western nations whose expor’rs compete with U.S. exports. 
Kximbank officials have argued that Eximbank should be compet- 
itive generally :<ith the credit institutions of other coun- 
tr ten. They do not believe, however, that the burden should 
bc rn Eximbank to show that there was, in fact, foreign com- 
petition on a financed transaction. 

Eximbar,k files for the 16 Soviet loans contained little 
documentation of competition by foreign exporters. l/ There 
was no evidence that the informal system of the Ber’iie Union 2/ 
had been used or that U.S. Embassies had betIn requested to 
nrov ide such informat ion. Although lack of documentation does 
not necessarily indicate there was no real competition on a 
particular transaction, the possibility exists. For example, 
the Preliminary Commitment Memorandum on the sale of submer- 
sible electric pumps (a $12-million loan) stated that Eximbank 
participation was necessary in order to have a financial 
aenistance offer which could compete with\ the terms and condi- 
tions of other offers. However, the U.S. exporter of these s 

IJIn an earlier report, “Improved Management Infdrmation Sys- 
tem E:eeded for Eximbank’s Capital Loan Proc,:ram (B-114823, 
Feb. 12, 1973), we similarly criticized the lack of iocumen- 
tation for such fsctois as foreign competit.‘on and private 
financing and recommended that Eximbank improve its proce- 
dures. In this review, our criticisms are bszed on examina- 
tion of the files for 16 loans in 1973-74 to the Soviet Union. 
Eximbank officials noted, however, that loan:! to other coun- 
tries during this perio.3 were analyzed and aiqroved in a 
manner similar to Soviet: loans. 

i/An unofficial group of credit insurers, who, among other 
things, make available to each other the terrrls of credit 
provided to borrowers. 
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pumps told us that there were only four manufacturers of 
this type or. equipment in the world, all located in Oklahoma. 
Even,when forciqn competition exists, the U.S. exporter some- 
times has a competitive advantaqe and this should be considered 
in dctcrmining the rate and extent of Eximbank’s financing 
of the transaction. A more flexible maximum rate should be 
established and applied to sales that do not require a con- 
cessional interest rate to the buyer but for which capital 
may be required. We recommended in another report that Exim- 
bank raise its interest rate on direct loans to finance sales 
for which little or no foreign competition exists to the rate 
charged by commercial lenders. Y 

The Soviet transaction files contain little information 
documenting conclusions by the Eximbank staff that private 
sources of financing might not be available. During the 
period of approval for Soviet loans, Eximbank’s policy of 4% 
percent participation in the financinq package, rigidly 
applied, provided no incentive for its officials to examine 
each case separately to determine the extent to which private 
commercial banks miqht have participated. Thus, there is no 
certainty that Eximbank has not competed with private capital 
or displaced cash sales-- for instance on projects having 
priorities in Communist countries or for which there is no 
alternative so:irce of supply. Since mid-1974, Eximbank opera- 
tions with the Soviet Union have been suspended and millions 
of dollars have been paid in cash to U.S. exporters for equip 
merit. Also, the Soviets aF?ear to prefer to pay cash when in- 
terest rates reach a certain level. 

Eximbank’s present administration adopted a more flexible 
policy in mid-1974, which included a 30 to 45 percent range 
of participation. This policy should provide the incentive 
for Eximbank to examine each case more ;horoughly to determine 
the necessity and extent of its participation: 

,Yhe lack o documentation in the Soviet transaction files d 
is understandable considering the rapidity with which prelimi- 
nary commitments have been andlyzed. The Eximbank case of- 
ficer and support staff prepared 12 of the 16 Soviet prelimi- 
narv commitment memorandums within 3 days or less. Only the 
msinorandum for the Moscow trade center, a $36 million loan, 
wa’p dated more than 2 weeks after the request for a prelimi- 
nc ty commitment was received. The ehor t time frame should bc 
considered in ‘he light of Eximbank’s overall policy under 
it% previous administration that there should be a 2-week 
turnaround time. IJnder the present administration, no desired 
turnaround time is specified. \ 

L/Weakened Financial Condition of the Export-Imphrt Bank of 
thg United States (ID-76-17, Oct. 17, 1975). 
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Agency involvement in -- Zoviet f inanclnq 

Tne Yational 4dvisory Council on International tionetary 
and Financ id!. Policies (NAC) and the President’s Committee 
on East-West Trade Policy (now the East-West Foreiqn’ Trade 
Board) are ‘the interaqency qrouas concerned with Eximbank 
approval of preliminary commitments and authorizations of 
loans to Communist countries. 

NAC is composed of representatives of the Departments of 
State, Treasury, and Commerce: Federal Reserve Board: and 
Eximbank and operates under executive order to coordinate the 
policies and operations of international financial organiza- 
tions, including Eximbank. It -reviews individual agency fi- 
nancial policies and advises on their consistency with overall 
U.SI international financial policies on credit, investment, 
and develcpmen t. NAC has no independent stat&, so its work 
is done by the individual agency members. 

A Treasury staff committee member said that the financing 
of exports to Communist countries was discussed oniy in the 
context of specific transactions. Committee minutes contained 
few details on issues raised during meetings. The current NAC 
approval process is really a formality which lacks substance. 

President’s Committee 

Through the forum provided by the President’s, Committee 
on East-West Trade Policy, executive agencies have influenced 
Eximbank financing decisions. Committee members urged approv- 
ing one transaction for wh:ch Eximbank might have denied fi- 
nancing . 

Eximbank officials cold us that the Soviets orally raised 
the question of Eximbank financing for the Moscow trade center 
in August 1973. A senior bank official gave an immediate 
negative reaction, noting the bank’s preference for industrial 
rather than real estate projects. Eximbank had previously 
disapproved a similar project and hoped to deter the Soviets 
from formally applying for a preliminary commitment. The 
Soviets subsequently appealed to Treasury and Commerce offi- 
cials, who urged Eximbank to reconsider the request; it was 
approved in December. 

Committee influence was also present in the acetic acid 
plant project. Eximbank files for this project contained 
letters from ‘J.S. participatinq companies addressed to the 
Chairman of the Committee, which were sent at the suggestions 



of fomnf?rce snil ?reasllr:r off ici.71s. The letters noted that 
( 1) Commerce and Sr,a”.e had encouraged the comoanies to seek 
opportunities for expor’-, in? complete plants to the Soviet 
Union, (2) when the acetic acid Froject was identified, Com- 
merce and State ur.?etl :hc companies to pursue it, and 
(3) Eximbank had been contacted periodically during the past 
2 yea:s and had assured the com3anies that financinq would 
be available. Bxinbank officials denied that such assurances 
were $Jiven; !>o,wever , it is clear that the coroanies had re- 
ceived the impression that financing was assured. 

These events hiqhliqht certain difficulties in Eximbank 
financing. They show that the Soviets have been able to 
solicit the support of executive aqencies in their ciealinqs 
with Eximbank and that these agencies qave assurances to 
Soviet officials and,‘or U.S. coaqanies that Eximbank financinq 
would be available. This created a momentum for approval 
which Exlmbank may have found difficllit to counteract. 

These events al!;0 show th?: the absence of specific 
criteria for determi,linq whekher to approve financing make& 
it difficult, if not impossible, to assert that the Soviet 
Union is ‘:r is not receiving preferential treatment. If pre- 
ferential treatment is to be given, in our opinion, there 
should be a ?residential national interest determination, 
regardless of the U.S. export value of the transaction. 
Congress should approve such cases and the public record 
should show that Eximbank financing was based on economic 
or other considerations. A/ 

There has been congressional speculation that Eximbank 
had opened a line of credit to the Soviet Union. This is 
understandable in that no preliminary commitment requests 
from the Soviets have ever been denied.’ There are also in- 
dications that the Soviets interpreted certain statements 
by executive branch officials,including Eximbank, as meaning 
that a line of credit ($500 million) had’, been opened to them. 
Evidence shows, however, that Eximbank has approved prelimi- 
nary commitments and loan authorizations on a case-by-case 
basis. I 

Eximbank responsiveness 
to U.S. exporters 

Basic agreements on financing procedures between Exim- 
bank , the Soviet Union, and Poland provide that only the 

L/The Export-Import Bank Amendments of 1974 (Public Law 93-646) 
require a separate Presidential national iliterest determin- 
ation for each transaction in which Eximban!: would extend 
a loan of $50 million or more to a Communist: country. 
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respective Banks for Foreign Trade can aoply for oreliminary 
commitments from Eximbank. U.S. companies active in FIoscow 
and Warsaw told us they would prefer to obtain prel iminary 
commitments from Eximbank in order to be able to present 
a tp tal package, includinq financinq, at the negotiatino 
table. One business representative in Moscow stated flatly 
that the Soviets controlled Eximbank financina because ex- 
porters are obliged to have the Soviets make the reauests 
for ;Eximbank financing. 

U.S. exporters, especially small- and medium-sized firms, 
probably have been denied opportunities to seriously compete 
‘for Soviet sales since they must compete with exporters of 
other Western nations whose credit institutions offer favor- 
able credit terms. U.S. exporters are unable to take advan- 
tage of Eximbank financing unless the Soviets consider the 
sale of sufficiently high priority to warrant applying for a 
prel iminary cc.nmi tmen t . 

I U.S. companies are most likely to have a competitive 
advantage on larger projects. Although the Soviets are prob- 
ably most anxious to obtain Eximbank financing for these 

t projects, it is for them that the essentiality of Eximbank 
assistance is most questionable. 

Credit competition and harmonization 

Eximbank legislation required that it attempt to reduce 
credit competition among exporting nations. All major in- 
dustrial countries offer some form of official credit support. 
Negotiations on a gentieman’s agreement to reduce competition 
has been led by the Treasury Department for the United States, 
but no agreement has yet been reached. 

‘Distinct from these negotiations, an agreement signed 
’ in October 1954!by the United States, France, Germany, Italy, 

Japan, and the United Kinqdom 
‘.general rule, 

-provided in part that, as a 
export credit transactions of 3 years or more 

kould not be officially supported among the signators nor 
with other wealthy countries. The Soviet Union is the second 
greatest economic power in the world, but it is treated under 

! this agreement as an exception to the wealthy country rule. 

i ’ 
The language of Eximbank’s bilateral agreement with the Soviet 
Union appears to commit the United States to provide terms no 
less -favorable than those for similar transactions to other 

! pugchasers. Although Eximbank officials deny this is the 
i case, the bilateral commitment could effectively deter the 

United States from entering into an agreement with other 
Western nations calling for a separate set of terms for 
Communist countries. \ 



Reciorocal credits 

In October 1372, the Soviets gave the United States as- 
surances that credit facilities of the Soviet Foreign Trade 
Bank and foreign trade organizations would be made available 
to U.S. importers for the purchase of Soviet goods. This 
financing was.to be no less favorable than financing 'available 
from U.S. Government or commercial sou':ces for comparable ex- 
port transactions. The amount of Eximbank credits to the 
Soviet Union is public information, but the Soviets have not 
published data on the amount and terms of credits extended 
to U.S. importers. No U.S. agency has compiled such informa- 
tion. Should the executive branch be successful in obtaining 
data on d.rr.ounts and terms of credit granted by the Soviets, 
there w.>uld be a basis for judging the extent to which credits 
have been made available on a reciprocal basis. 

Commodity Credit Corporation ' 

l The CCC finances commercial export sales of agricu?,cural 
commodities from private stocks for a maximum of 3 years. The 
program was established in 1956 to meet competition from other 
foreign suppliers. Before enactment of the Trade Act, Com- 
munist countries eligible for CCC credits were Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and the Soviet Union./ 
The German Democratic Republic and the People's Republic of / 
China are not restricted outright, but as a matter of policy/ 
CCC has not approved credits for exports to these countrie?i 
Poland and Romania are the only C*>mmunist countries currT,pcly 
eligible to receive CCC credits. 

/ 
Various lines of credit have been extended to\ Cojmunist 

countries under the CCC program: the most significav: was the 
$750 million extended to the Soviet Union in July 1372. Al- 
though this extension of credit required NAC approval, the 
agreement was not submitted to NAC until 2 days.after it had 
been signed. Th? substantial U.S. agriculturai exports to 
Poland, Romania, and the Soviet Union have coincided with the 
use of CCC credits. Since April 1973 interest rates for all 
countries have been raised to stay in line with commercial 
money market rates. Since then the Soviets have been reluctant 
to make use of the CCC Export Sales Program and have paid cash. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OrJR EVALUI‘,TION - 

The East-West Foreign Trade Board stated that the classi- 
fied report appears to assume that Eximbank and other executive 
branch agencies intentionally gave preferential treatment to 
the Soviet Union, Poland, and Romania. The Board alsc 
commented that the report failed to bring out that Eximbank's 
(a) credit decisions were independent judgments in accordance 



with its legislative mand-te, (b) operating procedures were 
nonpreferential, (c) requ,rements for coclntry economic infor- 
mation were applied consistently, and (d) participation did 
not displace private financing. 

Eximbank’s lack of written criteria for determining 
whether to apprcve or deny loans makes it difficult, if not 
impossible, t.o assert that the Soviet Union did or did not 
receive preferential treatment. Only Soviet loans were 
analyzed in our review. Whether or not Eximbank and other 
agencies acted intentionally, Eximbank’s preliminary 
commitment procedures for the Soviet Union and Poland are 
unique in that only the respective Banks for Foreign Trade, 
not the U.S. exporter or U.S. commercial institutions repre- 
senting the exporter, can apply for preliminary commitments. 

Our report is concerned about the intent of Eximbank’s 
legislative authority, which is that Eximbank be responsive 
to U.S. exporters. Eximbank has the right and, more impor- 
tantly, the responsibility to ensure that agreements enable 
it to respond to U.S. exporters in financing and facilitating 
exports. Agreements made by other Western governments do not 
relieve Exlmbank from fulfillinq its legislative mandate. 

We be1 ,,ve that Eximbank can and should provide U.S. 
suppliers with preliminary commitments. This, of course, 
would not change the fact that Soviet and Polish authori- 
ties would continue to control who wins contracts or is 
allowed to bid. However, we think a gre;jter number of 
smaller U.S. companies would have a better chance to 
compete. As it now stands, control over Eximbank financ- 
ing rests with Soviet and Polish authorities, and they 
have exercised this option of using Eximbank financing 
especially for larger projects of high priority. However, 
it is precisely on such projects that ,the essentiality of 
Eximbank financing is most questionabl!!, since U.S. corn- 
panies are the most likely to already have a competitive 
advantage over other Western suppliers.’ 

Eximbank’s basic purpose is to aid in financ!.ng and 
facilitating U.S. exports, by meeting comi,>etition and 
supplementing and encouraqinq,not competing with, private 
capital while ascertaining that its loans offer reasonable 
assurance of repayment. Althouqh the Bank claims it makes 
independent decisions in accordance with its mandate, the 
lack of documentation and other evidence in its files 
makes this claim difficult to support. Th f report does 
not say that Eximbank made loans for politil:al reasons 
but, rather, that if a particular loan is to be given 
for political reasons, there should be a determination 
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by the ,President that such financinq is in the national 
interest and it should be approved by Congress. 

Our report presents the facts that analyses of 
creditworthiness for the three nonmarket economies is more 
difficult because of the general lack of financial information. 
Also, the Soviet Union has not provided Eximbank with all the 
financial information requested. Receipt of this information 
is necessary i: Eximbank is to apply the same standards to 
judging creditworthiness of the Soviet Union as it applies 
to other borrowers. 

Our report does net overlook the limits--both leqal and 
internal--on private sources of financing, but rather is con- 
cerned with the absence of ihformat!on in Eximbank transaction 
files to’document the essantiality of its financing. There 
are mar,y indications that private commercial banks would be 
willing to participate in financing U.S. exports to nonmarket 
economies without Eximbank participation. The response ig- 
nores the basic point that the Soviets have paid cash when 
interest rates have risen. For example, the private Bank of 
America consortium raised $250 million to finance U.S. ex- 
ports to the Soviet Union, but the financing was not used, 
apparently because of the high interest rate prevailins at 
the time. Whether or not government supported credit is 
available from other Westeril sources, Eximbank is still 
responsible for independent determinations as to the essen- 
tiality of its financing. It should again be noted that, 
during the period in which Eximbank operations with the 
Soviet Union have been suspended, the Soviets have paid 
millions of dollars in cash to U.S. exporters for eouipment. 
This implies that the availability of credit is not, in all 
cases, the key factor in Soviet purchasing decisions. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 1,’ 

For transactions involving Communist countries, the 
Chairman of Eximbank should: 

\ 

I 

--Renegotiate the basic Agreements on Financing \ Procedures between Eximbank and Soviet and Polish 
i \ Banks for Foreign Trade to enable U.S. exporters 

and commercial institutions to apply for pre- 
liminary commitments. 

L/The&e recommendations are based on the assumption that 
E%imbank facilities will again be made available to the 
Soviet Union, either through new legislation removing 
the link between elnlgration and Eximbank credits or 
through the Soviets’ meeting the emigration reauirements 
of ‘the present legislation. \ 

+ 

\  

I  

i 
\ .  
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--Develop and apply more precise criteria for approving 
preliminary commitments. 

--More rigorously analyze the appropriateness of Exim- 
bank financing before preliminary commitments are 
issued. _. 

--Better 'document (1) foreign competition, using'U.S. 
commercial intelligence abroad, and (2) the willing- 
ness of private commercial banks to participate. 

--Request that Eximbank and other executive branch offi- 
cials refrain in their dealings with the Soviets and 
U.S. companies from giving assurances, however in- 
formal, that Eximbank participation in a given trans- 
action would be forthcoming. 

--Not authorize loans for other than economic reasons , 
unless the President determines that such loans are 

* in the national interest and Congress approves. 

The Secretary of the Treasury should, as Chairman of 
the Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. Commercial Commission, press the 
Soviet Union for information on (1) its international financial 
position so that Eximbank may determine creditworthiness over 
the long term and may apply the same standards to all borrowers, 
(2) the amounts and terms of credits it has granted Lo U.S. 
importers, so that there might be a basis for judging the ex- 
tent to which credits have been made available on a reciprocal 
basis. 

The Secretary should also seeX to obtain the concurrence 
of other Western nations in treating the Soviet Union as a 
wealthy cotintry in the context of the October 1974 agreement 
on harmonization of credit terms. 

The Secretary of Commerce should advise U.S. importers 
that the Soviets have agreed to make credits available to them. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ADMINISTRATION AND MOVITORING OF 

gP’3Rl’S TO AND EXCHANGES WITH 

COMMUNIST COUNTRIES 

Detente has been described as an adversary relationship 
in which trade and technology provide economic incentives for 
the achievement of political goals. Export controls and tech- 
nology exchanges provide a way to regulate and adjust economic 
incentives to these political aims. However, the executive 
branch lacks the technical capacity to regulate and adjust 
export controls and technology exchanqes, for a variety of 
reasons largely unrelated to congressional activity. 

GOVERNING LEGISLATION - 

The Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951, com- 
monly known as the Battle Act, and the Export Administration 
Act of 1969, as amended, provide the legislative authority 
for controlling exports to and exchanges with Communist coun- 
tries. 

An international export control Coordinating Committee 
(COCOM) L/ was created in 1949, without a basis in any treaty 
or international agreement, to effect a collective embargo 
on shipments of strategic goods to Communist countries. The 
Battle Act, originated in 1951 as a further cold war measure, 
was designed to extend tbe near embargo of the 1949 Export 
Control Act ‘.o a multilateral understanding with U.S. allies 
and aid recipients. The intent of the Battle Act is carried 
out through the international Coordinating Committee. COCOM 
lists and periodically reviews items which are mutually agreed 
to be of strategic significance and subject to export controls. 
Each COCOM country upholds the international control standard 
through its domestic statutory authority\ to control exports. 

The Battle Act declar’ed U.S. export policy to be an em- 
bargo on shipment of military items and conmodities of strategic 
v;,lue to any nation or combination of nations threatening the 
security of the United States. Nonmilitary commodities not 
subject to Title I embargo were to b-,c! controlled by Title II. 
Title II commodities were not specified by tl!e act and their 
selection was subject to the judgment of the act’s administra- 
tor. 

L/Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, the Feder.11 Republic of 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Jspan, Luxembourg, ,:he Netherlands, 
Norway, Portugal, Turkey, the United Kinqdol?, and the United 
States. 
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The act authorized an Administrator and this function 
is exercised by the Secretary of State. Under Title I, he 
was charged with creating a list of items for embargo after 
full and complete consideration of the views of StateF Defense, 
and Commerce and any other appropriate agency. Under Title 
II, the Administrator was charged with creating a list of 
commodities he believed should be controlled. He is under 
no responsibility to consult with other departments regarding 
Title;11 commodities. The Administrator is legally respon- 
sible for designating Titie i dnd Title II commodities in ;1 
U.S. export control list to be negotiated with unspecified 
“aid recipient” countries in an international embargo. lJ 

Although the system of COCCM multilateral export con- 
trols has been maintained since 1949, its operation has in- 
creasingly reflected the altered distribution of American 
influence in the world. Increased bilateral trade between 
individual COCOM countries and Communist countries has pro- 
duced intense competition for Communist markets. The economic 
resurgence of Western Europe and Japan has further reduced 
U.S. influence on r ltilateral export control policies. In- 
stead of the interrdtional lists reflecting U.S.-initiated 
controls as they once did, U.S. domestic export controls are 
now modified in accordance with reviews of international con- 
siderations. 

The Export Administration Act of 1969, as amended9 exists 
concurrently with the Battle Act. It directs the executive 
branch to encourage and promote trade by reducing export con- 
trols and to restrict exports of militarily significant goods 
and of technology detrimental to national security. Through 
the Export Administration Act, Congress also attemr”- t.0 tie 
U.S. export controls to the multilaterally agreed c ‘CM 
export controls in order not to penalize American .l !SS 
interests. The act required a review of all C.S 
controlled items /and directed the Secretary oc Co,:~. . 8 

: :eLcl!y 
c.;, 

(1) remove those ‘which were available elsewhere in ,a,c.parable 
quality and significant quantity, 
burdensome U.S. 

(2j report to Congress on 
export control procedures, and !3) create 

Technical Advisory Committees consistina of industry repre- 
sentatives to advise Commerce on export control regulations. 

L/Title II type commodities were abolished in 1958 and a new 
ipternational category of nonembargoed but reportable :rans- 
actions was established within COCOM. State’s removal of 
commodities formerly listed tinder Title II rendered the 
penalty conditions of the Battle Act meaningless, 
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In the 1974 8mendmcnts to the Export Administration Act, 
Congress author ix4 the Secretary of Defense to review pro- 
posed exportn of qoo(lr, and technology and to report to the 
President, within .1I) days, those he wishes to prohibit as 
significantly incr(anrsfng the military caosbil it 
rec:plent statcr.Tthe President authorizes-tic export, he + 

of the 

must-so notify Conqrcns and inform it of the Secretary’s 
recommendation. 

Althouqh Conqresn found that the U.S. defense oosture 
was subject to sc?tloun compromise if goods and technology 
were exported withcut adeauate review, it is doubtful that 
this provision provides it. The 30-day time 1 imit and the 
required Presidential approval effectively reduce the scope of 
Defense revlcw ~0 only the most blatant, immediate, increased 
military capability caused by the extort, rather than the 
longer range military significance, can be considered. 

Formerly, national security export controls corlld be 
tYaived or selectively applied with minimum risk, because 
practically ill tr,%fr% with Communist countries was controlled 
to achieve diplomatic and commer=cial goals. Few controlled 
commodities actually had important strategic military signi- 
f icance. Today, the relatively few items remaininq under 
strategic controls have a more direct military impact *n the 
international dintr Ibution of power. Explicit national se- 
curity considerntionn, r ither than foreign policy expedients, 
are now pertinent considerations for the difficult distinc- 
tions necessary to apply export controls. .Ye t , since 1969, 
diplomatic initintivcs rather than technica 1. considerat ions 
have demanded continued relaxation of national security ex- 
port controls. \ 

EXPORT REGULATIONS -- --- 
\ Commerce has I icensing jurisdiction ‘over all export 

commodities and unr:Iassified technical data, except for cer- 
tain specialized Ltemn under the jurisdic!ion of other Gov- 
ernment agcnc ies, 11 

Export liconninq controls apply to (1) %?xports of com- 
modities and technical data, (2) reexports ok’ U.S.-originated 
commodities nntl bcchnicnl data from one foreign country to 
another, (3) U.S.-or iqinated parts and compon !nts used in a 
foreign country ta manufacture a foreign end \broduct for ex- 
port, and (4) In some instances, the foreign-Ilroduccd direct 

l-/For example, munitions control, Department: of State; gold 
and foreign currency, Department of the Tree:;ury; atomic 
mater ials and ccfrr ipment, Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
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product of U.S. -originated technical data. Controls extend 
to exports of U.S. sul.?idiaries, affiliates, or branches in 
foreign countries if tk.e commodities are of U.S. manufac- 
ture, contain U.S. materials, and are based on restricted U.S. 
tec11nology. 

Exports must be authorized by either general or validated 
1 icenses. A general license permits the export of certain 
commodities and technical data without a license document for 
each transact ion. A validatea license authorizes the export 
of commodities within special limitations set forth in the lic- 
ense document which is issned only through formal application. 

Most exports of manufactured products to Communist 
countries require validated export licenses. Appl icat ions 
for validated licenses to export controlled items to non- 
Communist countries are required primarily to insure against 
diversion to Communist countries. 

Sweeping and significant regulations govern the export 
of technology. Access to technological know-how is often 
of greater strategic significance than is possession of the 
products of the technology. Thus, Commerce believes it neces- 
sary to exercise a significantly higher level of export con- 
trol over technical data than over commodities. Effective 
regulation of technology exports is probably the most com- 
plex export control problem because of the difficulty of pin- 
pointing areas of technology which should be ccntrolled and 
establishing effective controls. Tet-hnology can be trans- 
ferred in numerous and varied ways. It may be exported 
in the form of a prototype, a blueprint, or knowledge in a 
technician’s mind. It may leave the country in the mind of 
a foreign visitor or as a package in the mail, a sales sympo- 
sium held for prospective custemers, or a result of foreign 
visitors viewing discrete engineering p.:iases which collectively 
encompass an entire technology process. 

\ I 
‘Qffice of Export Administration 

Ccmmerce’s Off ice of Expor t Administration (OEA) is 
responsible for administering and enforcing the export con- 
t‘rol regulations and programs required by the Export Admin- 
istration Act. OEA also chairs the interagency Operating 
Committee of Commerce’s Advisory Committee on Export Policy. 

9 OEA currently has 141 permanent employees and 7 operat- 
ing divisions, one of which deals with short-supply export 
controls. 

i The Scientific dnd Electronic Equipment Division and 
the&apital Goods and Production Materials Division handle, 
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among other commodities, computers, computer peripherals, 
semiconductors, and the technological interrelationship to 
telecommunicaticns equipment and numerically controlled ma- 
chine tools. Confusion and poiicy differences exist between 
these divisions over jurisdiction and implementation of regu- 
lations and over what should be exported in each of the above 
commodities. * 

The Technical Data Division is unable to effectively en- 
force technology export controls. The Policy Planning Division 
develops export control policies for specific commodities 
and countries, but much of its work is devoted to resolving 
interagency differences on a case-by-case basis. The 
rompliance Division is unable to effectively determine com- 
pliance with export control regulations and has limitations 
on its ability to investigate alleged violations. The 
Operations Division is responsible for issuing export 
licenses, but its operations for screening applications 
need substantial improvement. 

There are other important shortcominqs and limitations on 
OEA’s effectiveness. Personnel levels have been greatly re- 
duceci by attrition since 1971 despite the increased respon- 
sibilities of the office and OE4 presently has too few 
professionals to review the increasingly complex technical 
parameters on permissible exports to Communist countries. 
Reductions in export controls have not been accompanied by 
reduced administrative functions. 

C?EA depends upon Department of State personnel to per- 
form all OEA-initiated compliance activities overseas. State, 
however, has consciously reduced its designated export con- 
trol staff positions and COCOM-related compliance Tctivities 
overseas. Although U.S. strategic controls are based on 
maintaining a military technology gap with Communist coun- 
tries, the absence of effective commodity and technology ex- 
port controls undermines this policy. 

Office of East-West Trade 

State’s export control functions are centered in the Of- 
fice of East-West Trade-of the Bure‘!cI of Economic and Business 
Affairs. 

State asserts the primacy of foreign relations as its 
claim for preeminence in export control matters. Diplomatic 
considerations-- acceptability of U.S. tJositions to COCOM 
partners and how U.S. ir,fluence in Communist countries can 
be multiplied through COCOM export controls--dominate its 
thinking on export controls. There is little regard for com- 
plex technical issues. 
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The of I ICC of l:ast-Wc::t !‘r adc’s i unct ion:; h;)vc* r\xpandetl 
from responsibility for (‘xl~~rt c-ontrols only to all commcrcral 
pol icv 11uest ions for CoqmLrnir;t Lountr its. I’crsonncl al locat ions 
have reflected this ch.3noc III c~rnnhax~s. Ststc ha!: (Treat ly cur- 
tailed export control work a:; confiictinq with detcntc and has 
eliminated staff positions c-onccrnod i~rth ovc’rsoas comnl lancra 
and control activities. Export control activities are orqa- 
nized in two working groups, a compliance unit and 17 COCOM 
unit. 

The compliance unit has become primarily a screeninq 
mechanism, and in its present capacity can effectively re- 
strict compliance activities in deference to diplomatic con- 
siderations. The compliance unit does not initiate compliance 
requests. Only Commerce initiates compliance reouests for 
pce- and post- 1 icensing checks abroad, and these are reviewed 
by the compliance unit and area desks prior to transmittal 
tc, State personnel overseas. Commerce’s rearrests would be 
more clearly formulated and better understood if they were 
deliberated hy interaqency committees rather than being re- 
viewed by the Office of East-West Trade alone. 

Under the Battle Act, failure by COCOM partners to pro- 
viue information necessary to evaluate other COCOM country 
compliance efforts is grounds for suspending U.S. assistance. 
State either has not r -*.lired adequate compliance information 
from other COCOM membe*-s or is embarrassed by the results, as 
they refused us access to such information. 

The activities of the COCOM unit dominate the work of 
the office, providina the structural conduit for transmitting 
State’s foreign policy considerations from COCOM to the U.S. 
interagency domestic export control committee chaired by 
Commerce and the State-chaired interagency multilateral ex- 
port controi committee. To repres’cnt the State Department’s 
foreign policy and diplomatic considerations in interagency 
decisionmaklnq and to explain and reflect these decisions 
in COCOM, the Office of East-West Tradejneeds the capacity 
to appreciate the technical issues as thev relate or are 
claimed to relate to national security. ‘.‘he office does not 
,appear to have been nearly as effective in transmitting deci- 
sions and considerations to COCCIM countrie:: as it has been in 
transmitting such matters to the interaqency control committees. 

Export Control Interdepartmental 
Coordinating Committees 

Two interdepartmental fzommittees coordinate export con- 
trol policy, the Advisory Committee on Export Policy (ACEP) 
and the Economic Defense Advisory Committee (EDAC). ACEP 
is chaired by Commerce and creates and administers U.S. 
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export controls. EDAC is chaired by State and ccordinates 
and conducts U.S. participation in COCOM. The work of the 
committees involves deciding what items will be on their 
respective commodity control. lists and whether exception 
requests to export these listed items should be approved. 

-Chart .3 I ACEF/EDAC REViEW COMMITTEES 

PRESIDENT 

’ EXPORT ADMINISTRATION NSC UNDER 
. REVIEW BOARD SECRETARIES COMMll-i.EE 

I , 
ACEPICOMMERCE 

(Assistant Secretaries) 
- EDAClSTATE 

(Asstrtant Secretaries) 

OPERATING COMMCTTEE 
(Office Dlrectorrl 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

WORKING GROUPS 
(Staff Level 1 

I COMPLIANCE II COCOM 

‘kurce: Prepared By GAO From Information Provided By Cwnmerca and State 

ACEP i 

This committee was formed to assist the Secretary of 
‘: Commerce in creating and administering the U.S. Commodity 
i Control list. It is chaired by the Assistant Secretary 
i of Commerce for Domestic and International Business and 
\ consists of counterpart representatives from Defense, State, 
1 Treasury, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Central 

Intelligence Agency. The latter participates in ACEP 
?principally to provide analyses of Communist technological 

capabilities and requirements as well as intelligence on 
giversions. 

The Assistant Secretary level of ACEP almost never meets. 
work is carried out by an Operating Committee, chaired by 

Assistant Director of Policy Planning. If Operating 
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Committee members cannot aoree on a decision, the case is re- 
ferred first to the Assistant Secretary level of ACEP, then 
to the Under Secretary level of the Export Administration Re- 
view Board of Commerce, Defense, and State. Continued depart- 
mental disayreements require Presidential decisions and have 
occurred frequently in the past. 

ACEP foZlows a unanimity rule and appeals cases of in- 
terdepartmental disagreements to higher policy levels for 
resolution. It reviews export licenses of other COCOM coun- 
try-controlled exports which contain U.S. components subject 
to U.S. validated export licenses. Canes are olaced on the 
Operating Committee’s agenda strictly in order of submission. 
About 40 cases are usually on the aqenda. The Commit tee 
meets no more than once a week and can handle about 10 cases 
at each meeting if there are no ouestions or reauests for 
further analysis. 

‘ACEP procedures for reviewing ecceotion requests for U.S. 
export controls encourage delays and reflect the absence of 
interagency consensus on many cases. ACEP’s unanimity rule 
for approving exception cases can create a consensus only on 
the particulars of the case reviewed. Without a rule of 
precedent, the unanimity rule represents a multiple veto and 
is a substitute for consensus on export controls within the 
executive branch. Such procedures are made even more time 
consuming by the strict and unwavering disnosition of agenda 
items in the order submitted. 

Exception requests are provided to all COCOM delegations 
with the understanding that they will respond within 18 days. 
U.S. delinquency in respondinq to other COCOM members’ excep- 
tion requests is a serious problem. U.S. COCOK representa- 
tives have repeatedly expressed their embarrassment to the 
Department of State and foreign representatives at this coun- 
try’s status as the largest petitioner for COCOM exceptions 
and the slowest respondent to others’ requests. The over- 
whelming proportion of pending cases are awaitinq U.S. action. 
Foreign COCOM representatives have alleged bad faith in these 
deliberations. Some State Department officials suspect that . 
Defense Department delays encourage the appearance of the 
United States as disposed toward interminable delay in dealing 
with COCOM exception requests while promoting U.S. projects. 
Such an attitude on the part of other COCOM members could 
foster defiance of multilateral export control objectives 
and encourage Defense’s demands for separate U.S. controls, 

. 
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EDAC 

This interagency committee consists of representatives of 
State, Defense, Commerce, Treasury, the Nuclear Regulatory Com- 
mission, and the Central Intelligence Aqency. The Central In- 
telligence Agency performs the same role in EDAC as it does in 
ACEP. EDAC is chaired by the Assistant Secretary of State 
for Economic and Business Affairs. 

The work of EDAC is conducted bv Working Groun I, a lower 
level interagency committee involving the same departments. 
An executive committee chaired by the Director of tne Office 
of East-West Trade guides Working Group I and reviews its 
proposals. If the working group cannot reach unanimous 
agreement on a case, the matter is referred to the executive 
committee and then to a meeting of EDAC principals. If the 
principals cannot agree, the issue is forwarded to the Na- 
tional Security Council’s Under Secretaries Committee in pre- 
paration for a Presidential determination. This has happened 
on several occasions. 

The head of the COCOM unit-chairs the interdepartmental 
working group. He and his staff coordinate the U.S. inputs 
to the periodic COCOM country list reviews and U.S. depart- 
mental positions on COCOM country exception requests. COCOM 
list reviews are conducted every 2 or 3 years. Working 
Group I is assisted in this process by Technical Task Groups 
which consider the technical parameters of specific commodity 
cateqories. These advisory groups consist ‘of commodity spe- 
cialists and are formed on an ad hoc basis. They usually 
are made up of Government technical experts as well as con- 
sultants from the private sector. 

EDAC considers exception requests submitted by other 
COCOM countries. If a U.S. 1 icense is n’eeded because the 
export contains U.S.- controlled components, the exceotion 
request is also considered by ACEP. EDAC usually will not 
consider the case until after ACEP has ruled on.the U.S. 
license application. 
require U.S. licenses, 

Most significant COCCY exception cases 
because of their U.S.-controlled com- 

ponents. In these so-called dual-licensing cases, both ACEP 
. and EDAC consider substantially the same factors. Thus, 

once ACE? has approved the U.S. 1 icense, ECAC should have 
little choice but to affirm the decision or to delay it. 
However, ACEP and EDAC have not always aqreed in these dual- 
licensing cases. In some cases, the u.S.-controlled compo- 
nent is licensed, but 
is denied by EDAC. 

the COCOM country exception request 
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EDAC procedures permit staff level opoosition to be L-X- 
pressed without formal departmental objections tJeinq raised. 
In the absence of departmental objections, foreign exception 
requests are approved despite staff onposition. These proce- 
durr:n prevent operatinq loveis from t:linq up interagency re- 
v icw:; without the support of their superiors. Foreiqn ex- 
cept ions are approved by !IDAC in many cases, not because oper- 
atjnq levels are in aqrcement, but because aqency specialists 
don’t think their policy levels will support them. 

The emphasis on multilateral export controls has marked 
,a sllift in 1J.S. oolicy and enhanced the influence of dio- 

’ lomatic considerations in reviews of U.S. export controls. 
3y rt,r.nhssizing foreign policy issues as decisive,’ State 
1 ini ts the ability of more technically competent agencies 
to influence interagency reviews of export controls and ex- 
ception requests as they affect national security. 

Two separate interagency review committees are not: 
‘necessary. Foreign exception cases generally represent the 
standard of acceptable sales for international business 
competition. The United States cannot consistently oppose 
these cases without endangerinq the preservation of multi- 
lateral export controls. Judicious use of U.S. objections 
to other COCOM country exception recluests is necessary to 
maintain the added effectiveness of multilateral controls. 
A separate EDAC structure is not needed for this. 

U.S. export controls are still more extensive than 
COCOM controls because of end use, reexport, and component- 
licensing requirements. They are based on regulations de- 
signed for national security rather than foreign policy 
considerations. Thus, the controls should not be lightly 
altered for diplomatic expediency. An expanded ACEP review 
system, established and operated under existinq EDAC objec- 
tion procedures, could be responsive to foreign exception 

\, 
cases within i:OCOM time limits and to U.S. exception cases. 
The expanded ACEP system could more accurately determine 

I national security implications of all exception requests. 

\ TFC~IN~LOGY EXCHANGES 

\ Technology transfers are difficult to monitor and con- 
trol. The difficulties are multiplied by the diverse pur-’ 
poses of Government and private exchanqe structures. The 
hmpact of technology transfers on Communist societies and 
on the maintenance of a military technology gap are un- 
answered questions. Suspicions exist in both Government 
and business that the lever:; of export control and techno- 
logy exchanqes are beinq ineptly managed to achieve temporary 
policy objectives. Althouqh technology exchanges have been 
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a key element in U.S. foreign policy, industry officials be- 
lieve the exchanges are hampered because the Government is 
poorly organized to promote and control them. 

Foreign policy considerations dominate the entire 
structure of technology exchanges with Communist countries. 

‘Paphnim-l problems-- .*\II‘IIA*u degree of reciprocity, impact of transfer, 
monitoring and .coordinating transfers in compliance with ex- 
port controls, private technology exchange protoccls, inadvertent 
or inclirect transfers and marketing implications--are largely 
ignored. 

The present review structure for technology exchanges 
cannot cope with the technical problems presented. l’hc ade- 
quacy of this structure can only be justified by the claims 
that no siqnificant technology exchanqes have occurred under 
the public agreements and that no one can control transfers 
that may occur through private sector agreements and exchanges. 

Government- to-government ! 

The Uniiccl States and the Soviet Union have entered into 
11 scientific and technical cooperation agreements as a result 
of the Yay 3.972 Agreement on Cooperation in the Fields of 
Science and Technology. All agreements are under the coordi- 
nation of the Office of Soviet and Eastern Europe ScientiEic 
and Technological Programs of the Department of State. Pri- 
vate industry is represented in the U.S. membership of all 
joint committees which administer the agreements. Exccut ive 
agencies participate in these agreements under broad oolicy 
guidelines which emphasize genuine reciprocity in the techni- 
cal exchange of each program, but there is little actual 
mutual benefit on this basis. \s 

It is difficult to categorize the technical benefits 
which accrue from these agreements. According to State, 
little technology has flowed in either direction, and the 
major benefits are political. 

Each of the aqreements is covered by a provision that 
U.S. technical exchanges are subject to U.S. laws and regu- 
lations. Aqrecments for export of technology are covered by 
provisions of the Export Administration Act, which requires 
validated export licenses for all technical data qenerally 
related to detailed design, production, or manufacture of 
controlled commodities. The technology to be transferred 
is examined by the U.S. agency primarily responsible for 
the joint project and Commerce’s Office of Export Administra- 
tion is asked for advisory opinions on all projects undertaken 
within an aqreement. OEA has never denied a proposed technoloqy 
transfer under the agreements. It indicated that it could not 
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second-quess the expertise of the joint committees. The Di- 
rector of OEA’s Technical Data Division felt that such tech- 
nology was covered by an exemption to export controls for 
educational mi+erial and that sufficient protection against 
imprcper transfer was provided by informing all U.S. Executive 
Secretaries of Joint Commissions that their decisions must be 
in accord with export control regulations. 

Pr. lvate sector-to-government 

U.S. private sector agreements are justified under the 
Agreement on Cooperation in the Fields of Science and Tech- 
noloqy and usually consist of an agreement for scientific 
and technical cooperation between a U.S. firm and Soviet 
agencies. 

These aqrecmcnts, or protocols, are distinct from the 
more numerous contractual aqreements for technology transfers 
for specific projects. They are normally general in nature 
and are described by many State and Commerce officials as rrcrel;! 
agreements to agree. The aqreements provide for a continuing 
exchange of technical information and specialists and direct 
project-oriented cooperation in B variety of specified areas 
and they reflect a broad spectrum of U.S. industrial canablli- 
ties. 

Commerce Department proposals to reauire the submission 
of these protocols to the Government for review within 15 days 
of siqnature have been viqorousl!l c,pposed by exporters and 
no reportinq requirement pres;-ntly exists. The U.S.-Soviet 
covering aqreement does not provide for review or apnroval 
of technical cooperation protocols by the Joint Commn’i ’ s 5 1 0 rl 
established to monitor the aqrecments. ! Thus, there is no 
assurance that U.S. Government information on the n>m:hcr and 
content of these protocols is complete. Normally, t!?c ;ov- 
ernment would be unaware of such agreements unless a firm 
had reason to consult with either Commerce or State. 

The Soviets use privaie protocols to’further cxnand 
government- to-qovernment tareements and to [lain access to 
modern U.S. commercial tcchnoloqy. This exf anded access 
also increases chances of inadvertent or unalthorizcd 
transfer of technoloqy. Nequlstinq technology transfers 
is excecdinyly difficult because of the var ie?y of ways 
in which technoloqv may be exchanqed. Most il:portant 
is industry’s initiative in definins the crit:cal cxrwrt 
control variables which determine whether nonrmubli= or 
noneducatidnal technical data reouire validate3 export 
licenses from Commerce. 
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The increased exposure of the Soviets to U.S. technology 
provided under the protocols makes the eniorcement of controls 
totally dependent on industry cooperation. The operat inq 
assumption of OEA that proprietary information would be sold 
rather than given away was considered naive by intelligence 
analysts and conflicts with major examples of contrary 
company behavior. Many analysts believed the Government 
should oppose the provision of technology by private 
firms except by country-to-country commercial agreement. 
These analysts fear that public policy statements and trade 
promotion efforts have fostered an incorrect understandinq 

1 on the part of business over how far the United States is 
prepared to move. 

Reqular commercial contract5 

Technology for dcsiqn, production, or manufacture of 
a commodity is often transferred directly or indirectly 

,by commercial contracts. Such transfers are the most common 
form of technology transfer and clre subject to Cominerce li- 
censing approval. These licenses cover the range of U.S.- 
originated technology exported from either non-U.S. or 
U.S. sources. Between October 3971 and October 1973, 372 
contracts were authorized with Communist countries and only 
7 were denied. Commerce has not released store current in- 
formation. 

Commerce explained that there was no relationship between 
the number of contracts authorized to export tezhnoloqy and 
the number of transaction5 actually consummated, because pro- 
posals for technology salts are significantly more nunerous 
than acceptances, On the other hand, the technology neces- 
sary for preparing sales offers is exempt frc.4 export con- 
trol regulation and, thcrcfore, not reflected in the number 
of 1 iccnses issued. There is also the possibility of wide- 
spread technoloqy transfer through corporate licensing prac- 
tires and marketing arranqcments with overseas cornorations 
which are not subjnct to licensing approval. 

i AGENCY COMMENTS AND ‘JUR EVALUATION 

i The East-West Foreiqn Trade Board stated that the 
jclassified report idontificd some of the more difficult issues 
,associated with effective management of current national and 
international systems of export controls but was less success- 

qul in formulating proccdursi recommendations to improve 
current. operating proccdurcs. Specifically, the Board felt 
that Commerce should not bJt? relieved of the licensing and 
monitoring of technology because such licensinq was an inte- 
gr,al part of Commerce’s overall licensing efforts. 
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Lie did not recommend that Commerc? be relieve3 of such 
duties. Because of siqnificant limitations on its effec- 
tiveness, we recommended that the Technical Data Division be 
disbanded and that the East-West Foreiqn Trade Boar3 deter- 
mine the most suitable agency for handlinq this function; 
taking into account the importance of technology transferc 
on national securiry and the domestic economy. 

The Board also felt’ that our recommendation that the 
Cperating Committee of XCDP folio:: a majority rather than 
unanimity rule would distort the purpose of the Committee 
and detract from its utility. 

We see little merit in having a unanimity rule for a 
committee whose charter ostensibly is to secure advice and 
recommendations for Commerce from advisory aqencies. If this 
were truly the case there would be no reason to have unanimous 
consent on any case, merely the various recommendations offered. 
A majority of the voting participants J.ould suffice to provide 
the desired advice and recommendations. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION OF 
CONGRESS 

In the light of the conflicting purposes addressed by 
successive amendments to the Export Administration Act since 
1969, Congress should examine the issue of export controls 
an3 technoloqy exchanges to establish the (1) criteria 
and standards presently being applied and their implications 
for detente policies and national security, (2) relationship 
of technology transfers to strategic controls and current 
business practices, and (3) decisionmaking responsibility 
in present interdepartmental export coordinating committees. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Regardless of the need for congressional examination to 
crystallize the nature, extent, and implementation of U.S. 
export control policy, the executive branch organizational 
structure must continue to operate in sane form because of . 
U.S. commitments to existing domestic st-tutes and interna- 
tional organizations. -The following reccmmendations, there- 
fore, are intended to improve the orqanization of executive 
branch agencies responsible for carrying out such activities. 
Our recommendations fcr improvinq ooeratinq procedl‘res of 
these agencies are contained In chapter 5. 

We recommend that the Secretary of Co. strengthen 
Commerce’s role in upholding and licensing national security 
controlled commodity extorts as the aqency most reszzonsive 
to congressional concerns, as follows. 
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1. Provide additional personnel resources for and improve 
the operation of the Office of Export Administration. 

2. Remove responsibility for monitoring and licensinq 
technology transfers from the office by disbandinq the 
Technical Data Division and requesting the East-West 
Foreign Trade Board to determine the most suitable 
agency for handling this function. (See recommenda- 
tions 2 and 3 to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
p. 41.) 

3. Upgrade the Advisory Committee on Export Policy’s 
Operatitig Committee by elevating its role in the 
Office of Export Administration with an expanded 
technical staff and require its work program to 
conform to COCOM approval time frames and employ 
majority rather than unanimity rule decisionmaking. 

.4, Require that public lists or some suitable disclo- 
sure be made of validated export licenses granted 
by OEA, ineludinq commodity designations, size para- 
meters, and country of-destination. 

5. Improve the system for screening 1 irense apolica- 
ticns by adding additional computerized data bases, 

We recommend that the Secretary of State alter State’s 
role in export controls to conform with a lead role con- 
cept for the Department of Commerce and expand State’s 
monitorinq role in technology exchanges, ies follows. 

1. Discontinue the Economic Defense Advisory Committee 
review structure for COCOM exception cases and co- 
operate with Commerce in incorporating its responsi- 
bll lties in ACEP under Commerce cil;irmanship. 

2. Reexamine the Office of East-West Trade’s compliance 
resoonsibilities to determine the most efficient co- 
ordination of State’s minimum cwqbliance role overseas. 

3. Insure that guidelines for the COCi\M working group 
in the Office of East-West Trade direct the croup 
IO concern itself exclusively with ;epresentina 
interdepartmental ACEP accord in alj COCOM delibera- 
tions and to be solely resoonsible for representina 
State in all ACEP deliberations. 

4. Direct the Office of East-West Trade to avail itself 
of the technical expertise offered SI other State 
btireaus in order to effectively participate in 

I 
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ACEP and COCOM deliberations on the national security 
implications of strategic controls and technology 
transfers. 

5. Reevaluate and upgrade the administrative 
structure of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. exchange 
agreements, with increased emphasis on (a) 
reviewing technical exchanges from the 

I perspective of technology transfers, includ- 
ing private sector exchanges and transfers, 
and (b) identifying U.S. items in the 
exchange which are subject to termination 
by U.S. Government action and Soviet items 

* which are most important to the United States. 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Treasury, as 
Chairman of the East-West Foreign Trade Board: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

-4. 

Direct the Council on International Economic Policy 
to initiate a comprehensive study of technology 
transfers and their impacts on naLiona1 security 
and domestic economy. 

Determine the organizational requirements and 
objectives in monitoring international transfers 
of technology to and from the United States, 
characteristics of these transfers which should 
be monitored, and methods which could be used in 
concert with the CIEP study. 

Designate the agencies to be responsible for 
these objectives through. implementing all or 
part of the monitoring program. 

Designate scientific and technological transfers 
as a key intelligence question for Central 
Intell,igence Agency reporting. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PROBLEMS 3F IMPLEI’$ENTING EXPORT -- 

CONTROLS AND TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGES - 

WITH CO?tMUNIST COUNTRIES 

U.S. efforts to monitor exocrrts and to imolemcnt commodity 
controls in East-West trade have raised diverse and conflicting 
executive department mints of view concernina aporopriste reg- 
ulat ions. They have also demonstrated profound international 
differences between the United States and other COCI~PI members 
over the use of international controls. These differences 
create important policy auestions that are subject to con- 
flicting executive department views. 

U.S. efforts to monitor and to implement international 
technology exchanges in East-West trade are plagued by many 
of the same types of problems faced in controlling commodity 
exports. The concept of reciprocity is espoused as the basis 
for administering these exchanges. However, 
exchanges raise such basic q>estions as: 

technoloqy 
What ,is beinil ex- 

c’langed for what purposes? Has satisfactory reciproca: per- 
formance occurred? What procedures have been established to 
review and redress asymmeLrica1 benefits accruina under the 
exchanges? All these questions, as well as massive imp1 ica- 
tions for the domestic economy, are raised by the U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
Agricultural Cooperation Agreement ente:ecI into in June 1973. 

INTERDEPARTMENTAL DIFFERENCES 

There is no basic interagency bgrer?ment on cr itcria for 
export controls and on whether foreign policy, commercial, 
or defense considerations shc,Jld dominate trade policy with 
Communist states. Executive branch &encies have funZsmcnta1 
differences regarding licensing standards and procedures to 
be followed in administering controls.1 Agency reactions 
appear to result from the priority of Itheir concerns and 
the nature of their constituencies. 

Executive branch agency disagreements over export con- 
trol review and operating procedures are c’aused essentially 
by a lack of substantive agreement on detente. Defense’s 
Office of Strategic Trade wants a voice in every control 
decision. Defense is reluctant to relinquish cr delegate 
any authority to Commerce’s Office of Expo-t Administration 
because it believes that office does not h,lve the technical 
capability to insure that licensing restric,tions are prop- 
erly applied. Commerce has conflicting priorities and 
coordination problems. Its Bureau of East-West Trade 
cooperates closely with State in promoting trade with 
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Communist countries, but OEA, part of the Bureau, shares 
many of the concerns of Defense and has csordination problems 
with Commerce’s Office of International Harketinq. State’s 
export officials in the field have different perceptions than 
those in Washington concerning the effectiveness and impor- 
tance of export controls, cooperation of CO:014 countries in 
adhering to multilateral controls, and the effect of various 
COCOM country practices on foreign bur;ness cor.,petition. 
Thus, the liberalization of export controls has been both a 
planned consequence of policy decisions and an unplanned 
conseauence of differing departmental views, practices, con- 
flicts, a#ld reacvtions to foreign actions. 

Differing departmental priorities have resulted in a 
continuous ser ie:, of ad hoc decisions and fragmented 
consideration of strategic export controls. The problems 
of identifying and implementknq an interdepartmental and 
multilateral consensus on export controls are seen in three 
types of licensing procedures: (1) third-country reexport 
of U.S .-controlled items, (2) ultimate consignee end-use in- 
formation requirements, and (3) temporary validatea export 
licenses. State and Commerce believe U.S. procedures are too 
stringent and burdensome for their negligible contributions 
to national security. Opponents of this view in Defense, OEA, 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission have little confidence 
that national security constraints on U.S. exports can be 
adequately maintained without these additional licensing 
procedures. 

Third-country re Jxports 

The aims o! direct U.S. oxport controls with Communist 
states are frustrated by (1) reexport of American strategic 
qoods by non-Communist ccuntries, (2) incorporation of 
‘U.S.-origin comp,onentn in foreign strategic products for 
direct exports to Communist countries, and (3) exports 
of foreiqn strategic products to Communist countries which 
were derived from U.S.-ortgin technical data, Such reexports 
are the reason the United States requires the licensing of 
components in COCOM-controlled commodities and ultimate con- 
si,gnee end-use information for U.S. exports. U.S. licens- 
in’g requirements for U.S. components or technology is the 
only way of its participating in COCOM country high-technology 
export decisions. , 

T Nevertheless, there is little actual. control over the 
reexport of American components or technology once it enters 
a foreign country, rcqardless of U.S. licensing requirements. 
Foreign customs services evidently lack the expertise to recog- 
nize’evaluations of aI??roved technical specifications and lack 
famibiarity with American export controls governing reexport. 
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The reexport of U.S. -controlled commodities without U.S. 
approval is the most significant form of illeqal diversion 
to Communist states. 

. 
The consensus among executive branch agencies indicates 

that they believe the only meaningful export control s‘afe- 
guard is the initial decision to allow a U.S. export. In 
other words, if one wants to really control an item, don’t 
permit it to be exported. 

Ultimate consignee end-use information 

All COCOM countries require information on the end use, 
user, and destination of all embargoed commodities approved as 
except ions, but these vary widely. Most other COCO14 countries 
require only assurances by the seller as to the buyer’s end 
use. Ultimate consignee end-use’ information is the backbone 
of United States leqal enforcement of its export control laws. 
The primary value of this information is to deter foreign 
reexporting. COCOM countries generally do not verify the 
end use or the quantitative restrictions ccntained in al- 
most every exception request granted. Postshipment verifi- 
cations are not requested because they are diplomatically 
sensitiv:, 6dainistrotively cuscly, and meaningless without 
trained personnel to do the verification. 

One means used to verify the end use of equipment is to 
require the sellinq company to verify end use as part of its 
servicing of contracts. However , there are dangers in this 
because the sellers have service and traininq programs for 
host-country nationals as part of their marketing efforts. 
Foreign nationals could and do perform U.S. end use checks. 
In such cases, they could be viewed by their own governments 
as f.ireiqn agents, should they discover misuse and report it, 
or by their employers as potential counterintelligence agents, 
should they fail to do so and falsify company reports. Thus, 
there is no assurance of independence in this end-use verif i- 
cation procedure. 

Temporary export licenses 

Temporary licenses are issued to permit the display of 
commodities which otherwise would require validated licenses 
to export. These licenses enable dontrolled commodities to 

. be displayed as part of Government-sponsored trade exhibi- 
tions in Communist countries. 
licenses has 

Issuance of temporary export 
created problems. Advisory Committee on Exoort 

Policy representatives have been pressured for rapid approval 
of temporary licenses to permit controlled commodities to 
be part of trade promotional efforts. OEA does not verify 
that commodities cleared by I)articipation asreements are 
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actually displayed. A Commerce trade show reoort was critical 
of the ease with which comcanies could display and possibly 
sell commodities overseas which were not approved for display. 

Commerce technical advisory committees 

Technical advisory committees have been created by Com- 
merce for seven high-technology areas for which U.S. extort 
controls are the most burdensome. The committees were created 
under authority of the Export Administration Act to provide 
Greater industry access c;nd advice to the Government’s 
decisionmaking structure of export controls. Quest ions con- 
cerning the role of technical advisory co. ‘ittees are both 
substantive and procedural. 

Many companies serving )n adviscry export control 
committees have strongly opptised Commerce’s proposal for dis- 
closure of technical protocols between private industry and 
Communist governments. Many of the same companies reoresented 
on Joint Committees have also entered into private scientific 
and technological cooperation protocol agreements with the 
Soviet Union in the same research areas. Commerce has not 
required such disclosures from c’ompanies represented on its 
technical advisory committees because it claims that company 
officials on these committees sit as public-spirited technical 
advisers rather than as representatives of private interests. 
This claim is not supported by either the personnel selection 
process or the products the committees reviewed for modification 
of export control procedures. 

Priority of interdepartmental concerns -.- 
and erosion of controls \ 

The policies of detente and trade promotion have at- 
tempted to reduce the impact of export controls on the flow 
of commerce between the United States and Communist countries. 
Not all the erosion of confrol standards has been a result of 
deliberate policy judgments, and interdepir tmental differences 
have accentuated the discrepancies and conflicts,in U.S. and 
COCI)M country export control objectives- 

Interdepartmental delays in U.S. aporovc,l of COCOM coun- 
try exception requests have resulted in foreign ultimatums to 
aporove the reauest or to accept the foreign :ountry’s with- 
drawal from COCOM. In each case we noted the United States 
approved the exception reouest wjthout review:ng tne corporate 
licensing practices and the technology control policies which 
transferred the U.S.- controlled technology tc the COCON coun- 
try in the first place. The United States attempts to main- 
tain a technology gap with Communist countries by using export 
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controls while also permitting U.S. business to compete for 
sales in these countries with products available elsewhere. 
The consequences of these dual efforts on unilateral and 
multilateral export controls cannot be understood within the 
Government without reviewinq corporate licensing practices 
which transEer U.S. technology to COCOM countries and COCOM 
country compliance with cxistinq control procedures. Neither 
review has been performed. 

Co;nmerce, OEA, and ACEP procedures are slow and awk- 
.ward and needlessly dependent on unaccountable practices, un- 
animi ty rules, limited OEA discretion, arbitrary agendas, 
and unl’imited discussion of exception reauasts. 

Defense wants to examine the military potential of 
each exception request. This examination is heavily de- 
pendent upon highly subjective appraisals of the potential 
exports’ possible impact on Communist military and economic 
capabilities. Underlying assumptions contained in these 
appraisals are seldom critically examined. Defense insists 
on postshipment safequards which are neither effective 
nor feasible as conditions for approving such exceptions. 

State officials we discussed these matters with be- 
lieved the strategic control issues raised by other execu- 
tive agencies in present and foreseeable trade with Commun- 
ist states were designed to retain agency influence in 
interagency policy reviews rather than to respond to leqitimate 
security concerns. These officials considered that most 
national security controls were adjuncts to foreign policy 
implementation rather than national security policy. In 
line with this belief, American Embassies have played an ac- 
tive role in promoting projects involving U.S.-controlled 
commodities and technoloqy. Accordingly, export control 
functions in U.,S. Embassies have been downqraded throuqh 

ielimination of (export control positions and failure to per- 
!form end-use verifications. 
\ 
INTERNATIONAL DIFFERENCES 

! Many U.S. officials familiar with export controls have 
little confidence in COCOM as a strategic control mechanism. 
They believe the United States 
control regulations 88 

rely on its own export 

of4ficials 
U.S. Embassy 

contacted have little con.‘idence in the willingness 
of’other COCOM nations to uphold multilateral security con- 
trols in the pursuit of tr,ade. Competition for bilateral 
trade with Communist countries among COCOM countries has 
intensified with detente policies while the multilateral 
con ensus on export controls has constricted. 

B 
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Strategic controls and 
commercial conipetrtlon 

U.S. behavior in COCOM has fostered other memkt coun- 
tries’ suspicions of its motives and objectives. The Un i t’ed 
States has been accused of pursuing conmcrcial objectives 
and attempting to eliminate foreign competit‘sn through its 
use of exception approvals to national security export con- 
trols. Frequently, the appccr. ante of commcLcia1 advantaqe 
reduces U.S. ability to influence nxport control decisions 
based on policy grounds. Delays in U.S. decisions on foreign 
exceptions caused by obscure departmental dirferences and 
efforts to conceal the teal basis for I1.S. policy considera- 
tions exaggerate these COCOM country suspicions. 

The United States has rcquestcd COCOM exceptions to ex- 
port high-technology items to Communist states while opposinrJ 
comparable but less sophisticated -items proposed for export 
to the same countries by other COCOM members. U.S. represen- 
tatives to COCOEi have attempted to distinguish between these 
COCOM-approved U.S. exports and U.S. disapproval of COCOM 
exports on the basis of similar end-use assurances. 

The United States has also: 

--Proposed CGCOM administrative exception standards for 
computers exported t7 the People’s i?cpublic of China 
which fsll most heavily on the 31~11 and medium 
sized ms.chin;ln mtnnuZactured by its COCOM partners. 

--Informaliy assure3 a!lothcr COCOM meaher of only 
proforma objecyions 
items Lo a Communist 

to the proposed sale of military 
country, despltc a study con- 

cluding such approval would erode th+: last siqnificant 
barrier control Linq COCOM exports--military end-use. 
(This sale reportedly was consummated in December 1975.) 

--Systematically dismantled its overseas export control 
compliance capability and simultaneously failed to 
press for uniform, minimum multilarcral compliance 
requirements and standards. (This suggests that the 
United State8 is nQt seriously concerned about en- 
forcing present export control standards.) 

--Been tardy in considering COCOM exception reauests while 
promoting the sale of similar commodities in the same 
Communist countries, through hjgh-level trade missions 
and shows, and requesting emergency COCON approval. 
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On the other hand, Communist trading practices have 
severely tested the etf icacy of multilateral controls by offer- 
ing premiums for delivery of +?nbarqocd goods, soliciting 
large purchases from hiqhlr csmpctitive companies conditional 
on delivery of financially insiqriificant controlled products, 
and encouraging the belief that COCOM controls are ineffective. 

Implementing the Agricultural 
Agreement 

The many problems of exchanging data, controlling trans- 
fers, and establishing reciprocity in scientific and technical 
cooperation agreements ace manifested in the U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
Agricultural Cooperation Agreement signed June 19, 1973. This 
agreement amplifies the broader principles and aims of agri- 
culture exchanges agreed to during the President’s visit to 
the Soviet Union in 1972. It is also the most commercially 
significant of the joint exchanqe agreements, and its admin- 
istration typifies the difficult tradeoffs among competing na- 
tional economic and diplomatic interests inherent in all the 
exchange agreements. It also reflects the inertia such agree- 
ments acquire, becoming for&s or major policy considerations 
with their own specialized bureaucracies and procedures. 

The regular exchange of forward estimates of production, 
cpr,sumpjt ion, demand, and trade of major agricultural commodi- 
ties is cc\lled for by Article II, paragraph 1 of the Agree- 
ment. The Soviet provision of forward estimates continues to 
be a major contentious issue es they have not implemented the 
terms of the article. This data is critical in controlling 
U.S. wheat and corn exports so as to minimize domestic dis- 
ruption in food prices and to insure domestic availability. 

Two primary questions for U.S. p,olicymakers are raised 
by the Agricultural ?.grcement. Has the Soviet refusal to pro- 
vide the previously agreed-upon information been a result of 
inadequate U.S. pressur’e? Have the other benefits the United 
States derives from the research and technology portion of the 
agreement been sufficient to overlook Soriet failure to provide 
forward estimates? 

The United States has been unsuccessl’ul in monitoring 
and administering most technology exchange aqreements, not only 
from the standpoint of export controls but also from the pers- 
pective of reciprocity. In the case of th-! Agr icultural 
Agreement, the Department of Agriculture h:ls not achieved its 
primary objective of obtaining forward est.mates data. 
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The central remaining i:,sue of the Aaricul tural Agreement 
is whether partial compl iancc! by the Soviet Union offers suf- 
ficient benefits for contillur:d U.S. compliance. The execut ivc 
branch has not explicitly ma,je this judgment nor fully exa- 
mined the options for coping with this partial Soviet com- 
pl iance. 

MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION OF’ CONGRESS 

A series of interrelated questions concerninq the opera- 
tion of multilateral and unilateral export controls need to 
be answered. How are unilateral and multilateral controls 
interrelated in export control decisionmaking? What is the 
nature of information and enforcement reauircments for this 
process? How are these decisions related to U.S. foreiqn 
policy and national security requirements? The United States 
cannot afford case-by-case application of export controls 
without first determining its overall goals and objectives 
and the means to measure their achievement. 

These matters should be developed in conjunction with a 
comprehensive multiagency review of export controls involvinq 
both the legislative and executive branches of Government. V!e 
stated previously that Congress snouid examine export controls 
and technology exchanges. In the context of such an examination, 
Congress should seek to answer the above questions on export 
controls. To consider national policy goals and formulation 
or possible changes in governing legislation, Congress should 
also develop information on the following matters, 

1. 

2.; 

\ 
\ 3. 

\ 
! 

* 

\ \ 

Formulation of executive branch goals and objectives 
for export controls and their role in national se-. 
curity policy and foreign policy. 

Relationship between the interdepartmental decison- 
making process for export controls and the achieve- 
ment of executive branch goals and objectives. 

, 
Relationship between U.S. unilateral control decision- 
making and COCOM country compliance measures. 

Responsibilities of private interests in the policy 
formulation and implementation process and Government 
information requirements. 

Nature of industry contributions needed for export 
control policy and licensing decisions to be used as 
a basis for congressionally determined criteria for 
membership selection and responsibilities oE the 
technical advisory committees. 

\ 
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Pending the outcome of a leqielative and c-xeclltive branch 
review of export controls, the Secretary of Commerce should 
seek to strengthen Commerce’s preeminence as the agency primarily 
responsible to Congress for implementing and enforcinq com- 
modity export’controls. Specifically, we recommend that: 

1. OEA be directed to 

a. create an overseas export control verification 
and enforcement capability, 

b. reexamine licensing procedures and ACEP proce- 
dures to facilitate review of exception cases 
within COCOM time frames, and 

c. undertake a study of the export control implica- 
tions of abandoning postshioment safequards in 
considering decisjons to license exports. 

2. OEA discretion be expanded in issuinq validated extort 
licenses for commodities covered by COCOM administra- 
tive exception categories without requiring interagency 
review. 

3. ACEP be directed to prepare an interdepartmental plan- 
ning document on the relationship of present U.S. 
technology transfers to unilateral actions contrary to 
COCOM export controls and on the range of related pos- 
sible U.S. responses to COCOM-country threats of uni- 
lateral act ion. 

The Secretary of Defense should reconsider Defense’s 
responsiblities in formulating and reviewing export controls, 
emphasizing the development of explicit national security 
criteria to indicate the types of cases it wishes to review. 
We recommend tSat the: 

1. Scope of Defense deliberations on export controls 
be reduced to priority cases. The current narrow 
technical criteria should be broadened to probable 
rather than possible military uses and detrimental 
effects on U.S. securitv. 

2. Office of Strategic Trade either narrowly redefine 
its review responsibilities under the suggested pri- 
orities or acquire sufficient staff to exercise its 
reviews promptly. 
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The Secretary of State should reconsider the foreign policy 
ramifications of decisions affecting the ccntinuance of COCOM 
and the participation of its membership. U.S. interaqcncy 
positions on major COCOM exception cases should be con- 
sistent with positions on ~1,s. cases and supported by foreign 
policy decisions. The necessity and value of a multilateral 
Consensus should be carefu,ly weighed againct U.S. national 
security interests in export controls. We recommend that 
the Secretary: 

1. Reguest a departmental study of the (a) effects of 
detente on bilateral COCOM country trade with Commun- 
ist states, and (b) relationship between COCOM bi- 
lateral trade changes and national export control 
: ,,,tpliance efforts and their effects on a viable COCON 
consensus. 

2. Attempt to establish an agreed-upon COCOM minimum com- 
pliance standard for multilateral export controls as 
the incentive for the United States to review dual 
licensing procedures. 

D. 

. 
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CHAPTER 6 

BALANCE OF DIPLOMATIC AND COMMERCIAL BENEFITS 

In the U.S. strategy to improve relations with Communist 
countries, trade liberalization was seen as an incentive for 
improved cooperation in Political and strategic relations. 
Although such general dipiomatic objectives are frequently 
cited as justification for U.S. trade initiatives, there is 
no eviaence of any effort to use trade to obtain specific 

*diplomatic concessions. In fact, there is a lack of preci- 
sion and consensus on what U.S. diplomatic objectives are, 
whether. they have been or are being achieved, or what they 
would be worth if forthcoming. 

Furthermore, the United States has not achieved a 
genuine normalization of commercial r.elations because of the 
failure to effectively respond t3 the imbalance of bargain- 
ing leverage enjoyed by the nonmarket economies. This 
imbalance limits the negotiating leverage of U.S. firms 
ana comoromises the U.S. Government’s ability to support 

t commercial interests or to protect broad national interests. 

DIFLGMATIC BENEFITS 

Y.S.-Soviet relations are the major focus of this chapter. 
The U.S. objective of promoting trade as a means of moderating 
Soviet diplomatic behavior has appeared frequently in executive 
branch statements and policy studies. This interrelationship 
has frequently been cited in testimony by the Secretary oE 
State as justification for U.S. trade liberalization. Desire 
to maintain continued improvement in United States-Soviet 
rela.tions is a consistent theme in State’s inputs to the inter- 
agency East-West trade policy process and, therefore, has a 
certain operational dimension. Interagency deliberations on 

\ 

individual expbrt licensing decisions, the advantages of a 
long-term agreement, and the North Star liquid natural gas 
project l-/ were characterized by a concern that adverse U.S. 
Government decisions would interrupt the momentum of detente, 
;The objective of promoting trade as a diplomatic instrument 
‘or as an indirect influence for moderating Soviet diplomatic 
behavior appeared frequently in pre-trade agreement White 
youse policy studies. 

PA large transaction under discussion since 1971 between a 
U.S. consortium and the Soviets involving Soviet purchase 
‘of nearly $4 billion in U.S. eouipment and services on 
credit in exchange for Soviet natural gas. 
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As a practical matterr however, there is no evidence that 
the U.S. Government has consciously atterlpted to manipulate 
trade in exchange for Soviet diplomatic concessions. Al though 
general diplomatic objectives are motivating factors during 
U.S. Government interagency discussions, they are not con- 
sciously pursued in diplomatic negotiations with the Soviets, 
where they would matter the most. There is no evidence, for 
examr;le that any Soviet foreiqn policy concessions were 
sought-ir obtained by the executive branch during negotiations 
for the 1972 Trade Agreement or the 1974 Long-Term Agreement. 
Not have such concessions been souqht or obtained in exchange 
for the extension of credits or favorable decisions on export 
licenses. MO effort has been made to withhoid aoproval of 
individual commercial transactions in exchange for diplomatic 
benefits or to structure such transactions so as to maximize 
future U.S. bargaining leverage on Soviet diplomatic behavior. 

Furthermore, there is 3 lack of riqor and consistency 
within the U.S. Government in articuiatinq desirable diplo- 
matic benefits of trade. Various agencies, and officials 
within agencies, disagree on what these benefits are or should 
be. The achievement of interdependence between the two coun- 
tries, and the constraints this will impose on the foreign 
policy behavior of both, is the most frequently cited advan- 
tage of trade. Yet, the plausibility and implicatjons of inter- 
dependence is not fully understood within the Gcvernment and 
has not been thought through conceptually or tested empirically. 
Finaily , the wide difference; in bureaucratic perspection and 
interest inhibit the use of trade as an instrument of diplomacy. 
The concept of linkage implicitly assumes effective central 
contra,: Cver the sources of leverage and some bureaucratic 
consensus on when and how to apply this leverage, which does 
not presently exist. 

Given a greater understanding of and willingness to 
pursue commercial/diplomatic linkage through U.S.-Soviet 
trade, there would sti?.l be a need for more direct U.S. Gov- 
ernment participation in the trade relationship. Ultimately, 
it is the basic difference between political and economic 
systems which limits U.S. ability to effectuate a oolicy of 
linking Soviet diplomatic behavior to U.S. trade liberalization. 
In effect, symmetry of commercial interests between U.S. com- 
panies and the Soviets renders U.S. Government diplomatic ob- 
jectives irrelevant. The Soviets can satisfy their prime 
objective of U.S. technology inpubs by dealing directly with 
the companies and not sacrificing diplomatic flexibility in 
government-to-govetnment negotiations. The U.S, Government 
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seeks a long-term interdependence but has little control over 
technology transfer, which is the most oowerful incentive for 
Soviet moderation. The Soviets seek short-term technology 
inputs from private corporations which do not necessarily 
respond to national interests and are not compelled by the 
Government to do so. Thus, despite the articulation of inter- 
dependence as a long-range U.S. Government objective, both 
the short- and long-term substance of the trade relationship 
is a product of what haopens --commercially and technolosicallv-- 
at the enterprise level, not at the government-to-government 
level. 

Thus, as existing U.S. Government restraints on trade are 
reduced, U.S. diplomatic leveraye will decline. Without a 
simultaneous increase in other means of control, the United 
States may find itself unable to manipulate trade for any pur- 
pose without risking major diplomatic reDercussions. Any ef- 
fort to implement the desire for linkage, therefore, wil.1 re- 
ouire substantial reform in the U.S. Government-industry 
interface. 

c 
COMMERCIAL BENEFITS 

Future prospects for U.S. -Soviet trade remain optimistic. 
Soviet interest in U.S. products and technology is matched by 
avid competition among U.S. companies to develop the Soviet 
market. The major reservation about such trade growth rests 
in the capacity of the Soviet Government,; with its monopoly 
over all foreign trade decisions, to abruptly alter the volume, 
direction, and commodity content of trade. A return to eco- 
nomic autarchy by the Soviets, or merely a shift away from 
U.S. suppliers, is always a latent possibility in Soviet trade 
pal icy. Yet, gil.?en the nrobability of expanded trade, a re- 
orientation in the U.S. Government approach is required, from 
a largely promotional emphasis toward\greater stress on im- 
proving the balance of gommercial benefits. 

Although U.S. sales have increased, little attention or 
effort has been devoted to modifying the effects of Soviet 
buying power on private enterprise or collective national 
benefits. When a market economy sells to a centrally planned 
economy like the Soviet Union, the buyer maintains a monopoly 
position within its own economy and faces 3 multiplicity of 
competing suppliers. The resulting imbala:lce of bargaining 
leverage favors the buyer and has a powerfill influence on the 
balance ‘of commercial benefits. The U.S. l,enture into the 
Soviet market has resulted in substantial scales for U.S. com- 
panies and an important balance-of-trade ircrement, but a 
genuine normalization of commercial relaticns zlwaits an effec- 
tive response to this problem of negotiating imbalance. 
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Sources of commercial imbalance 

The principal sources of commercial imbalance are tile 
centralization of the Soviet economic system and the superior 
buying power this system generates. The Soviet trade regime 
presents some unique and sometimes insoluble problems for U.S. 
Government and company negotiators. The Soviet Government 
makes all purchasing decisions, based on undisclosed criteria 
and implemented through obscure bureaucratic processes. Thus ( 
it maintains maximum flexibility in the treatment of U.S. 
products. ciscrimination against foreign products by a market 
ecbncmy is usually discernible by analyzing tariffs and non- 
tariff barriers, but discrimination by the Soviets in favor 
of domestic, Eastern European, or other Western suppliers is 
virtually unverifiable. 

This essential character of the centralized system has 
been a source of constant befuddlement to Western trade nego- 
tiators, in both biiateral negotiations with centrally planned 
economies and multilateral negotiati,lns for protocols of Eastern 
European accession to the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade. The natural inclination of Western countries, in- 
cluding the United States, to apply traditional precepts 
of trade policy (all concessions should be reciprocal, all 
import protection should be through tariffs) to 3ast-West 
trade has failed to achieve a genuine balance a -encessions. 
The conclusion which seems to have emerged from *? s experi- 
ence, and a basic principle in U.S. planr,ing for the 1972 
Trade Agreement negotiations, was the impossibilitj” of ex- 
tracting equivalent Soviet concessions for a U.S. grant of 
most-favored-nation treatment. 

The inherent nonnegotiability of genuinely reciprocal 
Soviet trade concessions confronts U.S. ccmpanies with a 
rbq ime whose structure is essentially unchanged from the 
pre- trade agreement period. This has some important coamer- 
cial implications for U.S. companies. The difficulties of 
monitoring and identifying the sources a:!61 instruments of 
any Soviet discrimination against U.S. products limits the 
degree of leverage the U.S. Government can apply in defense 
of U.S. company interests in the Soviet market. Fur theriaore, 
the::secrecy and centralization with which Soviet purchasing 
plans and decisions are made places U.S. firms on the defensive. 
Although the broad outlines of Soviet economic reauirements 
are &lear, the Soviets buy what and when they want, not nec- 
essar,ily what they need in any economically predictable sense. 

The U.S.-Soviet Trade Agreement’s focus on improving 
business facilities and inckeasing the number of firms ac- 
credited to do business in the Soviet market represents an 
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effort by the Government to apply the traditional trade policy 
objective of market access to U.S.-Soviet trade. However, 
achievement of this objective is not likely ta* enhance corm- 
mercial reciprocity to the extent that it b*&uid in a free 
market economy. This discrepancy betwer:t market access and 
reciprocity is a result of the super’ ..I: buying power of Soviet 
foreign trade organizations. This basic element in Soviet 
trade piactice is likely to licit the corporate and national 
benefits accruing to the Unitca States. And it is this capa- 
bility which, despite pro.langed negotiation with the Soviets 
preceded by extensive U.S. Government study, has been un- 
diminished by either reform of the Sov$et trade regime or 
more active and supportive U.S. Government participation in 
the relationship. 

The implications of Soviet buying power for U.S. commer- 
ckerl and national interests are significant. At the enter- 
prise level, the Soviets have successfully manipulated cotipe- 
tition amoncj U.S. and other foreign manufacturers and banks. 
As a result, there is evidence that at least some U.S. firms 
have not achieved their normal’levels of profitability. The 
Soviets have also stimulated competition among certain U.S. 
high-technology companies in order to maximize the uncompen- 
sated transfer of technology, some of which has been strateqi- 
tally sensitive. Commodity markets, particularly grains, have 
suffered the inflationary shocks of unrestrained Soviet buying. 
The negotiation in October 1975 of the long-term grain supply 
agreement is partially intended to provide some degree of 
Government mcnitoring and approval. , 

Tn sum, the United States has not achieved commercial 
rcclprocity in trade with the Soviet Union. This imbalance 
in cotnmerciaL benefits is attributable to the basic differ- 
etlbes between the two economic systems\ A multiplicity of 
corporate entities, whose motivations are often sabnational 
and parochial in charactkr, confronts aebuyer that bases all 
purchasing decisions on its national interests. This basic 
incompatibility in systems limits the neq.,tiat’ing leveraqe 
of U.S. firms and compromises the U.S. Goternment’s ability 
to support COmRierCial interests or to protact SrGad national 
interests. 

U.S. Government capacity to maintain a 
IYalance of benefits m 

The orqanfaation of the Government in zhe East-West trade 
area reflects very little appreciation for, or adjustment to, 
the unique and difficult interface between e..he U.S. snd Soviet 
economies. There is little desire or abilit:.y to monitor and 
evaluate the balance of commercial benefits,, The agent ies 
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roo$:t sensitive to the balance of diplomatic benefits either 
havP no commercial policy responsibility (Defense) or view 
traae as an instrument 9f foreign colic)* (State), The agent ies 
that oursue trade as an end in itself and hava direct commer- 
cial responsibilities .Tre preoccupied with market access rather 
thlrl with the balance of bcneEits (Commerce and Treasury). The 
agency most concerned with commerciJJ1 reciprocity (3Efice of 
Special Trade Representative) has not been intensively involved 
in East-West trade pul icymaking. 

As trade continncs, the r.bsence of any operational defi- 
nition of reciprocity has impnrtant implicatrons at the enter- 
prise ievel. With some exceptions, the trade relationship 
proceeds with very little guidance from the Government. Pro- 
motional activities are n3t differentiated: firms are en- 
couraged to sell, with little advice on whai to expect in 
terms of profits, the long- term efficacy of “buying in,” or * 
other guidelines based on the experience of other firms. 
Thus, companies are compelled to rely upon their own org?ni- 
zational memories, which may be auite shorr, qiven the inter- 
mittent character of U.S.-Soviet trade. 

In the context’ of government-to-qovernment trade negotia- 
tions, the problems identified here reduce the ability to 
select Soviet concessions wnich would be most likely to 
satisfy U.S. commercial interests. It is possible, of course, 
that any concessions the Soviet system permits have already 
been made and that the imbalance in negotiating leverage will 
persist regardless of any future U.S. Government position. 
Yet, the definition of objectives and the development of op 
tions for U.S.-Soviet commercial discussions are quite un- 
systematic. -. 

Agcrdas and briefing materials for the periodic Joint 
U.S.-U.S.S.R. Commercial Commission meetjnqs reflect no peri- 
odic evaluations’of the balance of benefits or the sources 
of Soviet commercial success. They tend to be warmed-over 
versions of materials prepared for previous meeti:rgs. These 
materials are based almust entirely on the 1972 Trade hgree- 
merit, which, in itself, does not embody a balance of benefits 
and may not have reflected tne full weiqht of U.S. negotiating 
leversge at that time. 

Neither the Trade Agreement not the 1974 Lonq-Term 
!Qr$ement embody commitments ar principles intended to modify 
the effect of Soviet buying power on direct purchases of 
in-fustrial equipment ;,nd technology or agricultural commodities. 
These agreements contain no outlines of any lonq-,term strategy 
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designed to induce incremental improvements in Soviet trade 
practice. Implementation of the Trade Agreement, not what 
has hn.ppened in the marketpiace, has become the standard of 
succ~3s in U.S.-Soviet trade. 

Thin lack of direction in V.S. commercial policV is re- 
flected in a clear pattern of Soviet Government-initiatives 
and U.S. Government responses. ‘?he 1972 and 1974 aqreemer,ts 
resulted fron Soviet initiative and both are consistent with 
traditional Sovret emphasis on formal, bilateral government 
treaties and institutions in the commercial field. They are 
not compatible with traditional U.S. trad policy, which 
avoids bilateralism and seeks to enlarge multilateralism in 
trade and payments. Both agreements represent conventional 
Soviet efforts to achieve prior Western government approval 
for commercial transactions. 1~ sum, the initiative for 
shaping 2nd altering the trade environment, at both e?;lter- 
prise and qovernmcnt levels, rests with the Soviets. . 

One further source of Soviet bargaining power is a lack 
of coordination among the major Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries (the United 
States, European Communit,,, and Japan) in their pursuit of 
expanded l.?.yst-West trade. %hnre are siqnif icant opportuni- 
ties for common OECD appro-Lljes to such issues as export 
credit, Soviet. trade reform, and destructive corporate com- 
petition for the Soviet market. Howcve r , these opportunities 
have not been realized as individual OECD countries have 
negotiated cxdlusive bilateral arranqements with the Soviets 
designed to achieve special market preference for their 
national companies. This rampant bilateralism and failure 
to apply effective multllateral restraint has redounded to 
the collective disadvantage of OECD countries. 

Thin unwillingness to coordinate East-West .trade policy 
takes a number of forms. No serious efforts have teen made 
to rectify the imbalance in commercial neqotiatinq leverage 
between the Soviets and OECD nemher countries, to establish 
guidelines for orderly competition in the Soviet market, or 
to regularly exchancie information amonq OECD governments on 
the experiences of their firms in neqotiatinq for Soviet salts. 
Common efforts to reform the Soviet trade reqime have been 
undertaken through the European Security Conference, but the 
reforms ultimately agreed on related lacqely to rrrarket access 
rather than to commercial reciprocity. Efforts to coordinate 
export credit policy have failed consistently. Heat;ures nec- 
essary to protect global commodity markets against disruptive 
Soviet buying have not been taken. In sum, it appears 
that the lack of U.S. Government adjustment to the unique 
character of Soviet trade has its mirror image on the inter- 
national level. 
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Given th.is lack of OECD cooperation and apparent Soviet 
resistance to ,:ommercizl reform, the basic response to the 
imbalance in commercial benefits must corn; throuqh more active 
U.S. Government participation in the trade relationship. The 
present lack of Government control over the activities of U.S. 
firms precludes withholding potential benefits in exchange for 
imprcved commercial practice. The lack of direct Gov#a’.nment 
support and advice to U.S. firms participating in contract 
negotiations leaves unimpaired the Soviet ability to manipu- 
late the competition. Finally, the lack of Government control 
over U.S. company commercial negotiations compromises the 
Government’s ability to fully protect U.S. national interests, 
which include: 

--Czvelopinq reliable recipients for U.S. private and 
public investments. 

--Preventing destabilizing Soviet buyinq in U.S. or 
global commodity markets which could inflate U.S. 
prices and preclude sati-sfyinq traditional foreign 
customers. 

--Preventing technology seepage through technoiogy 
protocols and presala discussions. 

--Maximizing aggregate company profitability. 

--Preserving U.S. alliance relationships and the 
integrity of the hestern trade and payments system. 

The U.S. Government recognizes the potential discrepancy 
between commercial and national interests, as evidenced by ex- 
port control reyulations and procedures\ and Eximbank and Na- 
tional Advisory Committee responsibilities. However, the full 
range of interests involved are not reflected nor adequately 
protected by these sources of Government! influence. 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION -- 

The East-West Foreign Trade Board resp.>nded that the 
report assumed, without real evidence, that (a) the economic 
benefits of trade favor nonmarket economy ccuntries (b) 
Soviet state tradinq enterprises enjoy a pre.>onderance of 
power in negotiations with U.S. companies, a,rd ff.1 the United 
States accepts short-term commercial disadva rtaqe in order 
to influence future Soviet actions. 
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The classified report is replete with evidence on each 
of these matters, most of it taken directly from executive 
branch records and from interviews with key officials. Our 
discussion of these points focused on the Soviet Union, and 
we recognize they are less appJ.icable to other nonmarket 
economy countr ies. 

i The United States has enjoyed a healthy surplus in its 
trade with Communist countr its. Nevertheless, the Soviets 
enjoy superior negotiating Leveraqe bec12,use of their posi- 

* tion as a single buyer with many competing sellers. The 
Soviet. ability to manipulate this competit’ion for sales and 
the inherent nature of their trading practices makes the 
tendency for aqqreqate benefits in their favor. 

A Conference Board report showed, for example, that 
American firms have not attaineci normal levels of profit- 
!ability in the Soviet market. ;,ir reports on the 1972 
Soviet grain sales showed that Soviet bargaining power 
over several partially informed sellers allowed the Soviets 
to buy wheat at bargain prices. U.S. grain exportinq com- 
pany returns were quite low and in some cases were below 
cost. The East-West Trade Policy Committee recently con- 
cluded that the IJ.S. Government shoulti consider significantly 
different procedures for regulating trade with Soviet orqani- 
zations than for trade with most other nations. The Committee 
also concluded that aside from cash sales, the ove:all bene- 
fits of a proposed major transaction were heavily weiqhted 
in the Soviet’s favor. 

The li’terature on “monopsony” firmly establishes the 
superior negotiatlnq leverage of the single buyer. Finally, 
the‘pre-trade agreement White house policy studies contain 
numerous expressions of concern about the advantages of 
state trading IregimEs as they face a decentralized market 

\ economy like the United 
t 

States and about whether the U.S. 
( Government should take a more active role to match the superior 

negotiating leverage of the state trading regimes. 
: L ! With regard to the United States accepting short-term 
commercial disadvantages in order to influence future Soviet 
$ctions, this theme appeared frequently in the pre-trade 
agreement policy studies. It has been frequently cited in 

ongressional testimony by key executive branch officials 
3% justification far U.S. trade liberalization. The econo- 
mic benefits cited earlier that accrue to the Soviets 
demonstrate the short-term commercial disadvantages to 
the United States. 
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U.S. bilateral efforts to achieve reciprocity in 
U.S.-Soviet trade were designed to establish a position for 
U.S. companies in the Soviet market and to ameliorate adverse 
market conditions. U.S. efforts to expand trade have achieved 
limited market access but have not effectively responded to 
the negotiating imbalance. 

The Board said that we recommended much qreater U.S. 
Government direct involvement in individual commercial 
negotiations and transactions to control strategic and non- 
strategic exports in exchanqt for diplomatic or economic 
concessions and that we argued &at this intervention was 
necessary to increase bargaining leverage, maximize aggre- 
gate company profitability, and prevent technology seepage. 

However, the major thrust of our recommendation.: for 
Government involvement is to protect U.S. national interests 
and modify the present Government-indust.! relationship to 
permit*more direct and effective support for commercial inter- 
ests in the Soviet market. These are signif icant reasons 
for Government involvement. Indeed P the executive branch’s 
own recent initiative in negotiating a long-term grain supply 
agreement with the Soviets gives recognition to the legitimacy 
of the thrust of our recommendations. 

We did not recommend the exchange of strategic exports 
for diplomatic or economic concessions. Such exports are 
clearly prohibited by law. Furthermore, our report demon- 
strates the current inability of the executive branch 
system to control strategic exports. It shows the need 
for greater Government involvement, because of the adver- 
sary character of U.S.- Soviet diplomatic and strategic 
relations, and the implications of technology seepage and 
ineffective export controls for national security. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

United States-Soviet trade is beneficial for both par- 
ties, but negotiating advantages accruing to the Soviets 
distort the commercial 2nd national balance of benefits, Ollr 
recommendations are designed to increase commercial and 
diplomatic returns from Luture trade by: 

--Improving executive br-anch understanding of the nature 
and implications of differences between the two eco- 
nomies. 

--Structuring the bilateral relationship to create more 
powerful incentives for improved Soviet commercial 
practices. 
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--Increasing the degre’e of exc:cutive branch involvement 
in U.S. company-Soviet commercial negotiations in 
order to fully protect U.S. r\a!zional interests and 
to permit more direct and effcctiva support for com- 
mercial interests. 

These objectives should be pursued by reforms at four levels. 

Government level 

The East-West Foreign Trade Board should direct the 
National Security Council to authorize a major empirical 
interagency study on the problems of trading with centrally 
planned economies. The increasingly heterogeneous character 
of international trade requires reevaluating whether pres- 
ent international norms and institutions and limited U.S. 
Government participation in corporate activities adeq ately 
protect commercial and national interests. The study should 
include : 

1. Bow the Soviet monopsony functions, how its 
purchasing priorities are developed and imple- 
mented, and how this affects U.S. corporate 
market behavior. 

2. The effectiveness of internal Soviet bureaucratic 
procedures. 

3. The commercial ramifications of asymmetry. 

4. The elements for success’in the Soviet market. 

5. The efficacy of alternate corporate strategies. 
\ 

A major focus of the study should be on policy instruments 
required to use trade *for diplomatic purposes. 

The Secretaries of Treasury and ‘State should grant the 
East-West Foreign Trade Board fuil resprnsibility for deter- 
mining broad policy objectives, with the details of managing 
bilateral meetings and exchanges delegatc?d to its working 
group. The Board should report the results of its delibera- 
tions directly to the President. 

The Special Trade Representative’s Office, with its focus 
on the Western trade system, should upgraele its East-West trade 
capability and become more active in the interagency process. 
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The Secretary of Commerce should require that the Bureau 
of East-West Trade’s: 

--Staff work for the East-West Foreign Trade Board and 
working group be centered in an improved Office of 
East-West Trade Policy and Analysis. 

--Leadership improve coordination among its offices and, 
in particular, insure full and ready access to infor- 
mation in the Office of Trade Development Assistance. 

I 
--Office of Trade Policy and Analysis upgrade the number 

and quality of its personnel and have more explicit 
and coherent direction from office and bureau levels. 
As its analytic capability improves, the Office should 
reduce its dependence on external consultants. 

The Secretary of the Treasury should require that the 
East-West Foreign Trade Eloard regularly discuss future research 
priorities and communicate these priorities directly to the 
Bureau of East-West Tre?e, State’s Bureau of Intelligence 
and Research, and the Central Intelligence Agency. The results 
of this analytic work should be discussed periodically by 

t the working group and the Board. 

The Secretaries of State, Treasury, Commerce, and 
Defense should use the authority in the Trade Act, or should 
request new authority if necessary, to establish a monitor- 
ing system requiring prior notification oc all technology 
protocols with the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and of 
normal commercial transactions exceeding a certain amount. 
Data provided should include specific contract terms and, on 
an anonymous basis, contract prices, costs, and financing 
techniques and ,tmounts. 

The Secretary of Commerce should require -the Bureau of 
East-West Trade’s Office of Trade Development Assistance to 
use existing da& and data resulting from the new monitoring 
system to develop an easily retrievable information system. 
The Office should also more actively solicit information from 
U.S. firms on the impediments they face in the Soviet market. 

Eilateral level 

: - \ The Secretaries of Sta,tc, Treasury, and Commerce should 
insure that the conclusions emerging from the intersgency 

1 . st dy and the continuous analytic efforts recommended above 
fol A the bases for the U.S. position in Joint U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
Commercial Commissions and other bilateral neaotiations and 
discussions. Diplomatic missions by individual department 
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representatives should be fully coordinated throuqh the 
East-West Foreign Trade BQard and should reinforce orevious 
U.S. Government positions. 

. 

Bilateral discussions between the United States and the 
Soviet Union should focus more on Soviet buying behavior in 
commodity ard industrial markets and less on issues related 
to market access. 

Multilateral level 

The Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Commerce and the 
President of Exinbank should pursue credit harmonization as a 
lonq-term feature of U.S. export credit policy rather than as 
a temporary expedient to use or avoid depending on short-term 
bilateral commercial calculations. 

The * 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Secretary of State should: 

Consider negotiations ta grant OECD a permanent 
role in monitoring and enforcing the qentleman’s 
agreement on credit harmonization. The United 
States should also join the prior consultation 
procedure, which should be extended to Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union. 

Initiate discussions on prospects for joint financ- 
ing of major projects as a regular practice with 
other OECD countries active in East-West trade. 

Consider negotiating a commercial information ex- 
change cystem on East-West trade within OECD. 

Insure that the results of the European Security 
Conference Basket II discussions l/ receive continu- 
ing attention by assigning monitoring rcsponsibil- 
:ty to the Economic Commission for Europe. U.S. 
representation at the Commission should be up- 
graded, and U.S. bilateral discussions with the 
Soviets should reinforce Basket II commitments. 

The Special Trade Representative and the Secretary of 
State should initiate: 

I/The European Security Conference was a Soviet initiative 
designed to settle outstanding European strateaic, econcmic, 
and welfare issues. All major East and West Eurooean coun- 
tries, plus the United States and Canada, participated. 
Basket II encompasses economic aspects of the Conference. 
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1. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade discussions 
on a catalog of East European and Soviet impediments 
to trade as part of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade general nontariff barrier identification 
exercise. 

2. OECD discussions on a code of government and cor- 
porate practices to narrow disparities in approach 
and to reduce competition among OECD governments 
in East-West trad.2. The code should also encompass 
rules protecting the Western trade and payments sys- 
tem from the prevailing bilateral orientation and 
a timetable for phasing out the various bilateral 
agreements. 

The Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Commerce should 
pursue proposals for cooperation among enterprises interested 
in exporting to the Soviet market. 

Government- industry level 

The Secretaries of State, Treasury, and Commerce should 
avoid any premature commitmentg to commercial transactions. 

The East-West Foreign Trade Board should use information 
from the monitoring system to review all transactions that 
require Eximbank credits and should either approve or with- 
hold approval depending on the national interests involved 
and the potential for commercial concessic>ns in exchange for . 
approval. 

The Secretary of Ccmmerce should; 

1. Request legislation establishinq the Government’s 
aut!lority to preclude presale discussions of 
strategically sensitive technologies. Commerce 
should develop .a cataloq of technologies for which 
U.S. firms have a monopoly but which could be ex- 
ported without injury to nation;.\ security. Such 
technologies should provide bargaining chips for 
Soviet concessions. 

2. Instruct the Bureau of East-West Trade to more ac- 
tively support corporate interest:: in +he Soviet 
market. This should involve more sophisticated and 

i detailed advice to interested comgsanies based on 
the results of the analytic exercises recommeilded 
above. The Bureau should also facilitate an ex- 
change of information among competing U.S. suppliers 
and should approach the Soviets directly in cases 
involving particularly objectionable buyirg behavior. 
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The Secretary of the Treasury, in his capacitv as Chair- 
man of the East-West Foreiqn Trade Board, should use data re- 
sulting from the monitorinq system to review all transactions 
involving o+.her national interests, such as commodity price 
stability and supply, technolouy seepaqe and secur ity of 
investments, as well as transactions requirinq credit or ex- 
>ort licenses. Criteria for involvement could include size oE 
transaction and credit, nature of product or technoloqy, number 
of firms competing, and structure nf the transaction (oroduct 
payback, for example). The intensity of involvement could vary 

’ from indirect guidelines for the firms, to observer status at 
commercial neqotiations, to direct negotiations with Soviet 
officials, to disapproval of the transaction. The E’oreiqn 
Trade Board should become involved during the initial discus- 
sions to control exports to the Soviet Union in exchanqe for 
diplomatic or economic concessions. 

I 
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CHAPTER 7 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

To assess the executive branch role in bilateral and 
multilateral East-West trade, we reviewed policies, program% 
and arocedures relating to (1) diplomatic and commercial ob- 
jectives, (2) policy formation structure, (3) congres5ional 
consultation, (4) promotion and financing, (5) export con- 
trols, (6) technology transfers, and (7) reciprocity of bene- 
fits. We interviewed officials and reviewed activities of 
the 

( National Security Council, ? --:s*’ 
z Council on International Economic Policy, ‘! ’ 
- Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotia- 7. 9 .> ” .,. 

tions, 
WI Central Intelligence Agency, -& , ‘,:I 
* Export-Import Bank of the Un’ited States, and I “.? 

Departments of Agric;lture, Commerce, Defense, State, -1 , pi., $7, 32,-y 

l and Treasury. 7 

We also reviewed the activities of ill major East-West 
trade-related executive branch interagency groups, such as 

kf the President’s Committee on East-West Trade Policy and its I r ‘:* ” ” ‘3 
Working Group. U.S. activities in bilateral organizations, 

a’ such as the Join? Commercial Commissions, were also reviewed. 

Our work at these executive branch organizations in 
Washington, D.C., included reviews of the following categories 
of files, documents, and correspondence: (1) studies, evalua- 
tions, and reports, (2) intra- and interdepartmental or organ- 
izational memorandums, (3) contributions to interagency 
studies , interagency organizations, and bilateral organizations, 
(4) briefing materials prepared for official visits, (5) dip- 
lomatic exchanges and cables, and (6) U.S. contributions to 
multilateral studies of East-West trade. 

We examined congressional records, hearings, reports, and 
legislation on East-West trade and talked with representatives 
of the Congressional Research Service. We also examined aca- 
demic and published materials, including press reports, and 
interviewed representatives of American firms and trade asso- 
ciations in the United States, former Government officials, 
and representatives of U.S. private and Communist government 
organizations. 

During visits to Moscow, Warsaw, Budapest, Vienna, Geneva, 
Brussels, Bucharest, Bonn, Paris‘ London, Berne, Prague, Tokyo, 
Hong Kong, and Singapore, we interviewed appropriate officials 
and examined pertinent data at U.S. Embassies and consulates, 
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trade centers, and Missions to such international organizations 
1% as the NATO, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, U.N. Y.'$ """ 
13 Economic Commission for Europe, OECD, European Community, and Y!< <II' < 

COCOM l We also interviewed representatives of these interna- 
tional organizations and foreign governments (except for those 
of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, and the People's Republic 
of China), 

9tions 
American and foreign firms, foreign business assocra- 

, publishing houses, and the American Chamber of Commerce. "' -;I),~.' 

ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

Executive branch organizations were concerned that our re- 
view might harm U.S. Government efforts to encourage East-West 
trade by creating an impress; on of uncertainity regarding Cl.8 
positions. 

Our work overseas was restricted because we were unable 
to talk with host government officials in the Soviet Union 
or Eastern Europe and we were unable to go to Peking or to 
talk with People's Republic of China representatives in Hong 
Kong. Although State Department cooperation overseas was 
generally responsive to our*needs, there were instances of 
less than adequate cooperation. State would not agree to allow 
our representatives to discuss the Coordinating Committee for 
strategic export controls and the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe with British and West German officials. 

We did not have complete access to executive branch re- 
cords and were unable to resolve certa:in access problems or 
to establish uniform access guidelines. Access guidelines, 
promulgated by the White House Counsel'E office and the Pres- 
ident's Committee on East-West Trade Policy, were that: 

1. Each agency decides the que tion of GAO access to 
Its records. 3 

2. GAO could not 'have information on subjects for which 
discussions had not been fina,lized or subjects still 
under discussion with other countries. 

3. Certain sensitive data would not be made available. 

As a result, we faced differing agency Tuidelines, arbitrary 
and subjective judgments on which subject 3 were pending or still 
under negotiation, and various definition; of sensitive data. 

We have nbt received a reply to our Letter of October 10, 
1974, which was requested by the White Hollse Counsel's offize 
and which detailed the chronology of events concerning our re- 
quests for CIEP and NSC documents and reqliested a reassessment 
of previously established access ground rrlles. I 

i 
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We were also denied access to certain confidential busi-. 
ness information, despite written agreement reached with the 
Commerce Gerleral Counsel and the Secretary of Cr)mmerce’s deter- 
mination, required by Section 7 (c) of the Export Adxinistra- 
tion Act, which declared it was in the nation&l interest for 
GAO to have access to this information. 

-- 

, 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. D C. 20220 

Ocrobcr 21, 1975 

klEMOIVLYDL%~ FW: J. K. FASICK 
Direct9r 
United Stares General Accouncira Office 

SUBJECT: Exccut lvc Branch Response to CA0 Rcpurt: 
Trade and Detente -- An &,ssessment 

The fcllwins is the response of the abet-West Forcisvt Trade 
Beard to thr GAO report entitled “Trade and I)ctIbnt(L -- An Assesserct.” 
Et represents the views of the a&cncies conprfsfng the Board, and the 
Bep2’:tent of 2eIcnse i3ce 3ttxhc4 list). lhcsc cc;rc’n:s !lJW btcn 
develqwd rhrough extensive rcvicw within tht’ framework of the Enst- 
West Foreign frsde Board. 

Rather than respond in detail to each of the m?ny findings and 
rerwwnd.?tfon~ contained fn the report, the Bn&r.d hzs chosen to focus 
our t~tJYCrV3 t 1onc: on the following major (~tt*,ss uhrch the report addresses: 

-- Overview 

-M Policy forzwlatfon and the use of c 
7 

oncxnic Ioverage 

-- U.S. Ccvcmwent intprvcntlon fu trmsactions bc:uecn nofmirke: 

ecanocy countries and -erican fir~.s ,: 
\ 

.-- -‘*port adnlnistration 

-- ‘i:,r f fnanc fng of East-West trade 

Ovcrvtcc; 
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Ua also find the tone of the report misleadinS in sme Cnscanccs. 
By quoting at le;rgch the w’.dely dfffering upinions of many parties *Jith 
conflicefng interests and viewpoints regarding East-Ucst trade policy 
and export administration, the report tends to suggest that Executive 
deelaian nuking is characterized by divisiveness, inconeistencfes and 
uncertainty. 

Given the controversy surrounding East-West trade and cxpor: 
admtnfetratfon, it is a staple matter to find di-.?rsc view: there 
Is a body of reasoned support for almost any vleupoint. However. 
controversy should be expected and, indeed. welcomed. Differing agency 
perspectives require constant revicv, at every level of Government, for 
eacn major golfcy initiative. The Board believes chat these thorough 

-.-- and vigorous interagency discussions ha-tee on the whole, produced 
East-Vest trade policies and export admintstratlon procedures that 
are retmlist4.c end effective. Additionally, vi? find the report 
focuses almost exclusively on U.S. economic and political relations 
with Lhe Sovlct union. In fact, however, East-Uest trade policy encompasses 
the broad spectrum of our economic relacfons not only with the S~vie: 
Union, but with all the nomarrcet economfes of Eastern Europe and the 

,PeoplLe’e Republic of China. 

Policy Formulation and the Use of E,~nomic Levc?rage (See chs. 2 and 6.) 

A key point reiterated in the report ie that the benefits of trade 
have i?avored the nonmarket economy countries and that few, if any, 
diplomatic benefits have been derived from the applicatton of U.S. economic 
leverage. These 8re sweeping, unsubstantiated aliegatfons charging Jack 
of coordination, failure to formulate cLe~2r goals, and inadequate impl#.mcn- 
tatfoa of policy. ‘Ihe GAO cites lack of an overall strategy by the Covern- 
raent, as well as interagency conflict, a~ underlying causes of this disarray. 

I 3t-1~ report fat 1s to racognfte that the strength of interagency 
committees and boards de&ivcs from the process of meIdtng and reconciling 
major differences in viewpoint. This productive and creative form of 
interaction has served to enstue that major policy Fnitiatiws are consistent 
vith tiie principal economic, political and miittary objectives pursued 
by the U.S. Government. 

Although interagency coordination, analysis, and decision makIng in 
-1972 werh adnictedly imperfect co deal with the aev uituation created 
by detente and expanded commercial inftiatikes, the eatnblishment of the 
East-Wuac Trade Policy Ccmmittee in Harch 1973 marked a significant improve- 
merit. LC$ succe6sor organization, the East-Meat Foreign Trade Board, has 
further strczgthened the decision--king process in accordance with its 
legialativc a?ndnte. 
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The gonls WC :.<‘I;( fn n11r dt*vvlopinE c~onomlc relationship wdth the 
aonmorkct economv ro~!~ltr:~~-; A~I- w! t i:nL.t*tct!. ‘Itwrc arc positive economic 
benefits to the U.S. in t)lr~ CX\‘,~II’, 1~1 c~i its trade vith the nonnurket 
economy countrfcr. ntv 71 ;rcb-:t*:~t .I 5ir:nift~ant market for both U.S. 
agricultural and manufacru-e<l :: -IV:!‘, exports nnil an important source of 
U.S. requiremcnt3 for im~ortc~’ raw m.It3,ri;lls. Consequently, B U.S. 
failure to realfre the potentral vC,tnoclit’ ba!nef its of East-Kest trade 
could have an adverse effect on U.S. CLX~OCC earnings, vithout a commensurate 
reduction in U.S. imports, and thus an uudt-sirable net effect on U.S. 
domestic employment and balance of pnpcnts. 

fn addition, ehia developing relati<Inshfp may offer some son:ribution 
to international stabilfty and provide some mntfvation to the nonmarket 
economy countries to exercise rcscrsint in the conduct of their foreign 
m!! doaz!Bt is POP tcies. The development od economic tics is a significant 
coaporrent of this reintionship. . 

,The CAO report exacgeraees the significmce of U.S. trade with the 
U.S.S.R. and other nonmarket economy countric!r In the process of detente, 
and thus the degree co which the united State!r can or should attempt to 
use trade as a lever to exact concessions. LThiIc trdde and economic ties 
may improve the environment for pro~r;ss on political ISSUEI, trade is 
not, as the report asserts, “tne polisv instrument used to achieve 
political progress .I’ 

From the qutaet, the Administration relied on three different types 
of polfcy controk to ensure a cohcrebkt and consistent approach to trade 
vith the U.S.S.R: 

Q On thc.pclfrfcnl level, ft was mde clear from the outset 
that progress OIL the econm:c front vould follow very closely 
on the resolutfo~ of key p~!!r!cal issues. It vns follcvfng 
breakthroughs on Berlin, SXLT, nnd ether arm control matters 
in 1971 and a succcssiol sumit in I972 that ve expressed a 
willsngness to move forward on a broad economic front AS a 
companion piece to continut:d comparably broad progress on 
the! politicot front. The further nomlixntion of our economic 
relations coat inues to be examfned in a broad poift lcal frame- 
work. 

o Financfal control “over Exfmbrrnk credit wae exercised within 
the Bank by applying standards consistent with its legfslative * 
charter and nollvl iending prncticcs to any other borrowers. 
When Exiabank lending authority fs restorc6, as ve hope it will 
be, it will again bc app’ried according t.o rrtondard Exim pra- 
cedures and whatever guidelines may be established by Congress. 

0 The exfstinq t’. S. export control t3yBtem, conaieting prkkarily 
of mmiricns controls (State), attic eaergy controls (ERDA 
and h8.C) 1n4 the Export Administration Act (Cmrce), serves 
to control transiers of both esrbodi&i and disembodied cechaolo, 
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to protect the natimai securitv. In practice, the system 
preclude: the tlx?Qrt or rel*s;,-r t ’ L ‘L. - ‘4.: <Cd i cd 
tcchnoi: IL:> I :.!:i: t .2 t :.I;. ,:I . . 

nincd co be strntc)*fc and to cc-t~~~! LT.‘... . .s ,,I all .~~p~:jl’shcd 

5 technical data which r.ay advcrscly impact t!le mtional security. 

i! * The kdminfstration dccs not believe C~~ZJE LIIL .Ap.*iLa*Q A 01. C.llz r.3. 
3 
!? 

role in East-Kcsc COIWCPC~ can or should be made dependent upon quantifi- 
E . able progress tcr;lcd s*2,zi! !C ,!iy A,! i:.t . , .I~c.. ;c. ‘j ‘, , ; .- : .” tet-3 political 
= 
“0 objet t ives . On the contrary. on one very baste obycctive. freedom of 

3 emigration, the &!mmnfstrat!on counsc1c.l jcainst specific linkage to the 
E granting of most favored natic? C... ,. trP”) tariff trcac-xnt and official credits 

k of these countries. txperf ence bar ind icaced the countcrproduc tive 

3 effect of establfshinq an cxpliclc quid pro quo in thfs tnscance. 

Rmng the reasons for an exaggerated v:ew of U.S. leverage Is the 
failure to appreciate the existence of competitive alternative Western 
9outcc9 of supply. In fact, the U.S. rcrle in East-West trade is rmall. 
Trade between the nonmarket economias and the countries of the Xndustrial 
West amounted to SG3 bfl!f n in 1074; ,>f this. the United States accounted 
for only $3.2 billion, 3r .:-act 7 percent. 

Commercial zxchangc Cti~uccn East and Vest uill continue to expand, 
whether the U.S. increases or decreases its share in this trade. 

The GAO repart reconnends that the U.S. seek to lmprov@ Western 
coordfnation of trade po,licy tovard the nonmarket economy countries. 
Such coordination is clearly desirable, 3nd it already exfsts, oo a day- 
to-day basis, in the frcunevork of the COCOH strategic control system. 
IIovever, in many areas, including credit harmonizatis!m, the role of GATT, 
and the multilateral trade nc~otiatiurts, East-‘rlcst tt,&e iasuea are 
intermingled vith issues which arc internal to the Western community, 
complicating efforts CO develop a coordinated Westem position. The U.S. 
Gmmment is pursuing with its allies tSe problem 01: assuring and monltor- 
lng the implcr*ntation of previsions of Basket IT of the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe. Trade vith the nonmarket economies 
is a matter of varying economic signffic3nce among rte k’esterrr countries, 
however, nnd the degree of ui Ilifigness to sacrifice the gains of trade 
for polleical obfcctives also varies from country to country. Thus, 
the mount of levcrar,c the U.S. can exert on its Western allies in 
forming unified positiona ia seriously limited. With.wt such urlified 

'SlEiOT:8, unflocernl U.S. economic leverage cdn be exercised only within 
.J extrewly limited sphere. 

‘7-12 recurrent reference to tradeoffs of U.S. econoxic concessions for 
p01Itt~ sl nnd security bcncf:ts ignores the record of $e Executive Uranch 
in dcvclt;F:ing $nd ne~:orf~*~~rg an array of econosbc mechcrnisms specifically 
tailored to meet ttrc sla- i problems of interface betvlen market and 
nonoarket eco>oufes. I: I~ case of Rouanin we have nei otiated a trade 
agreement that contain.- : porous safeguards against dia ruptive imports . 
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while ‘providing U.S. companies with extensive rights and assurances in 
carrying out business in that country. In addition, ve secured Romanian 
acknovledgement that special arrangements with nanmrket rconomy countries 
are needed to ensure reciprocity of concessions. Ln the case of Romania 
this involved Rcnanian recommitment to its G.I.TT accession instrument under 
vhich Romaria grcarantres to increase imports from market ec~norzf ccunttictz 

at at lcaat tlrc same ratr .ZIS the increase in total imports called for 
in its five-year plans. 

- -- 

F In concluding this trade agtcetxcnt our negotiniors vere supported by 
requircmcnts In the Trade Act for substantial and meaningful commercial. 
concessions in exchange for HFN status. These requirements vcre based 

1 on the pro\fsions of the trade aprcein,enC negotiated vtth the U.S.S.R. in 
1972. ‘LIti Act also contains carefully drwn provisions ensuring that all 
agreewrits entettd into in the ?hll tf lateral Trade K2gotiations vlth 
market and nonmarket countries contained reciprocal economic benefits for 
the United States. In both negotiations the Adminlstraiion has vorkcd 
closely vlth Congress to ensure that these requirements of the Trade Act 
are implemented. However, the requirements of ehc Trade Act concern&r:? 
wnfgretfon have impeded progress in OUT trade relations AI-A the U.S.S.R. 
and other nonoarkct countries, dcriffng us the opfortunit) to obtain 
similar conce3aions of benefit to U.S. corrpanics. 

U.S. Gwemment Tntcrvention in Trnnsaction~ bccvcen Normarket Economy 
Cwntrien anti Amrican Fix-~ (See ch. 6.) 

The report awunws without teal cvideoce that the economic benefits 
of ,trade favor the nonznarket cconony countries, that the Soviet state 
trading enterprises enjoy d preponderance oi power in negotiations vith 
U.S. companies, and that the U.S. “accepts shot t-term commercial dis- 
advantage in order to lnfluencc future Soviet actions.” The report 

* recommends a much greater direct involvenent of the U.S. Government in 
individual East-West commercial negotiations and transactions, and the 
utilization of this involvement to control exports--both strategic and 

1 non-strategic--in exchange for diplomatic or econooric concessions. The 
9 report argues that this intervention is necessary co: 

I 

\ 
o increase 1 bargaining leverage and “clifxim.ize aggregate 

i cowany profltsbiIity”; and 

\ 0 prevent “technology seepage’* 
6 
! 

t; 
‘Ihe report stntcs that U.S. companies engaged in negotiations with 

ovfet state-trading enterprises ate 
pave? of the Soviets. 

disadvantnRed by the monopoly buying 
This monopoly power means. says the report, that 

ains frm trade asyrsetrically favor the Soviet ~nlon. 
$9 

‘I?tfs th&is is by no means proved. There fs no evidence that American 
(or other Western) coupanfes regard profit as of lesser importance in 
transactions wfth tr.c U.S.S.R. than with other countries, as the report 
asserts, and there is no evidence that companies engaged in East-Vest trade 

? 

\ 
I, 
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suffer lower rate5 of return. Companies which find the return on business 
with the U.S.S.R. unsotinfactory can ba expected to turn to other areas 
in which returns are higher. Although Soviet state-trading companies 
have monopoly buying pewer with regard to the Soviet Union, the Soviet 
nzsrket is often small in global terms. To the extent that size confer8 

- bargaining power, American corporationa, especially those which control 
important shares of the world output of a given product or service, are 
well positioned to hoid theft am. Still, the report contend8 that 

- Government intervention is required to redre89 the alleged imbalance, 
. particularly in the context of the grain trade. 

. 
In ass@seing the issue of monopoly buying power we should note that 

the grain trade differs to saute extent from trade in industrial goods 
snd services principally because supplica of agricultural commodities are 
aomevhat inflexible at certain times in the crop year. While the impact 
of Soviet purchase5 of American grain on the American and international 
markets in the past otcmd in part from the Soviet state’s ability to 
mask its requirements and time its purchases to obtain a price advantage, 
the principal concern in tenas of U.S. intsreets is the enormous variation 
in Soviet purchases ftom year to year. We have learned certain lessons 
from the experience of the 1972 grain sales, and efforts to vork out a 
lGng-term agreement to deal with these prGbletns am under way. 

Otherwfse, as a matter GE policy, the AdmInistration has attempted 
neither to psrticipaee in commercial negotiations carried out by private 
firorer nGr eG l!nsure th3t U.S.-§oviat transactiona result in profits for 
the American ~:ompanics involved. Were the U.S. Covcrnment co seek to 
Hmaxfraize ; egaea company profitability” in U.S.-Soviet trade, 03 the 
report rectimends, the qU@StiGn of faimeaar to brican firma not engaged 
in trade with the Soviet Union would surely arise. Empowering Government 
officials to partit:ipatc in commercial negotiations, authorizing them to use 
elrport controls eo disapprove tran aectione on commercial grounds,‘ond 
instructing them eo w~xlmize the profits of Ausxicnn firms cGuld only result 
in dietortions of trader and would entail ~86ive survotllance by the U.S. 
It would necessitate a large ani cumberoome bureaucracy, and arould hamper 
U.S. firma’ cfforte to compete effectively. It would bring U.S. firms 
under increased control by the U.S. Covsmment and would run cGunter to 
ehe free enterprise eyeteia. Furthermore, using: eha export control 
rsechanism to obtain cGmmercia1 levarclge for Amricaar firms would either 
place the Governmene in the potifclon of IWgGtiaeing Gn behalf of U.S. 
companies, or, by provoking adverse Satiet reaction, dieadvantage mrican 
eonpanies relative to their competl~ors. 

With regard to the matter of technology seepage, the &dminiatrntiGn 
has SGUeht to apply export Control5 to prevent the transfer of technclury 

- to nonmarket economy countries when such teChnOlGag would likely be 
applied to enhance military capabilitie8. It believes that it has been 
succe58ful in carrying out the la-d5 in this regard. 
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Export Administration (See chs. 4 and 5.) 

The report succeeds in identifying some of the more difficult issues 
associated with effective management of the current national and inter- 
national systems of export controls. Srecifically, it cites ditficulties 
in the relationship between U.S. and COCOM objective5 and control 
mechanisms; potential for technology seepage; the diverse perspectives 
on the economic costs/benefits of the system; the delays placed on the 
U.S. business community; and the complexities of adapting the system to 
serve the differing perspective of the major agencies--State, Commerce 
end Defense--which are involved in export regulation. 

The report is less successful in formulating precedural recommendations, 
several of which are based on misconceptions of current operating procedures. 
Theoe include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: 

o The recommendation that the Department of Commerce should be 
relieved of the licens-ing and monitoring of technology cannot 
be supported, since it fails to recognize that the licensing 
of trade in technology is an integral part of Colrrmerce’s over- 
all licensing effort. It would be difficult, for example, to 
segregate the issues involved in licensing a given piece of 
equipment from those raised by the sale of the technology 
nasocbted with :he same Item: On the contrary, we support 
the report’s recommendation that Commerce’s role in upholding 
and licensing of U.S. national security controlled commodity 
exports should be strengthened since that agency has been 
delegated by the President the authorY.ty to administer U.S. 
export control5 in light of the broad concerns--foreign policy, 
n8tionrrl security, short supply--which must be reflected in 8 
coherent system of export administrat.kon. 

Q The report fail5 to recognize both the difficulties inherent 
In controlling exports of technology and the full extent of 
Commerce’s mechanism to effect such control. The deliberations 
accorded proposed technology exports are often more protracted 
than chose required for equipment s,ales because of the strategic 
concerns examined and reviewed when exportfag technology which 
impinge5 on an area where the end pro,‘uct may be strategic and 
may involve possible strategic end use\. 

o The study fails to recognize that the function of the Operating 
Committee is not to establish policy or to decide individual 
c8ses, but rather tn secure advice and j,ecommendations for the 

! Department of Commerce frrJs its advisor) agencies. To establish 
that the advice and recomntendations of the majority shall be 
accepted, as recommended by the report, ;#uuld distort the purpose 
of the Committee and detract from its utilfty. 

. 
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o The report shows a poor understanding of the historic role of 
the State Department and COCO?l in export control and of the 
distinctions between multilateral and U.S. export control 
issues. With respect to the relationship of the Battle Act 
determinations to the U.S. position in COCOH, the report fails 
to appreciate that the Battle Act w3s enacted after the creation 
of COCOH and was intended to be consistent with, and to support 
U.S. participation in, COG@% It is entirely logical and in 
accordance with the Act that lists of U.S.-controlled items be 
‘!continuously adjusted to current conditions” and that the 
determinations of the Battle Act Administrator (now the Secretary 
of State) reflect changes negotiated in COCOH. Further, it is 
not true that “State has greatly curtailed export control work 
as conflicting with detente”, Although the Office of East-West 
Trade has expanded its functions in other areas, its export con- 
trol work has not diminished. - -_ 

o There is not reason to accept the unsupported assertion that 
“many U.S. firms have violated export controls” although no 
doubt some technology has entered the Soviet Union and Eastern 

, Europe in violation of U.S. and COCOY export controls and enforce- 
ment procedures. The Soviets have traditionally assigned ;I 
high priority to the development of their military capabilities, 
and have not hesitated to sacrifice civilian needs for this 
purpose. They will continue to do this, whether or not they 
trade with the West. 

This treatment of export controls is characterized by the pervasive 
bias of the report in favor of direct involvement by the United States 
Government in individual East-West commercial transactions, and the ’ 
utilization of this involvement to control exports--both strategic and 
non-strategic--in exchange for diplomatic or economic concessions. & 
stated previously, any such direct U.S. Government intervention would 
have adverse consequences far outueighing the alleged benefits. 

It is recognized that there may be cases of such size- and strategic 
significance that they/ should not be approved without assurance that the 
diplomatic, economic or other return the U.S. will obtain justifies the 
military risk. However, negotiation of strategic controls with the 
Soviet Union, a course which the report implies should be followed, 
would in all likelihood destroy the multilateral control mechanism and 
would: have major implications for American security. 

I 
&z the report suggests, 

of license applications. 
there fs a need for more expeditious handling 

‘Ihe Department of Commerce, in consultation 
with its advisory agencies, is taking steps to achieve :his. Since 

_ interaf&ency review is necessary for the more complex,, precedental cases 
which are an ever i-creasing proportion of the workload, increased staff- 
ing in other agencies may ultimately be necessary to speed the review * 
process.: 
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Financing Eas t-We9 t Trade (See ch. 3.) 

It is a major overstatement to say that the availability of Eximbank 
f inanclng is “the most sfknificant stimulatot” of trade with nonmarket 
economy cauntrics. The statistics in the report show that export growth 
greatly exceeded Exim disbursements in 1973 and 197: en Poland, Romania 
and the U.S.S.R. 

The report fails to substantiate, yet appears to assume, that Eximbank 
and other Executive Branch agencies acted intentionally to give preferentia: 
treatment to the U.S.S.R., Poland and Romania, compared to other countries. 
(Under the terns of the Tlade Act , only Poland and Romania are currently 
eligible For aiditional Eximbank loans, The U.S.S.R., other countries 
of Eastern Europe end the P.R.C. are ineligible.) It fails to bring out 
the following realities: 

P 
o @dependence of Eximbank Credit Decisions. Eximbank sets 

globally, as well as in East-Nest trade, to make its own 
independent credit judgments in accordance with its legislative 

* mandate, the Export-Import Bank Act. The Congress expects 

. . Eximbank to act in accordance with general U.S. foreign and 
a:onomic policies, as the Bank Directors make their judgments 
on individual credit applications. The Bank routinely receives 
views from other U.S. Government agencies about individual 
cases, but this is done globally, and not just in the case of 
transactions Involving the U.S.S.R., Poland and Romania. The 
initial decision to mike Eximbank facilities generally avail- 
able to support trpdc ;th any nonmarket economy country is 
made by the President, The Bank does not approve individual 
credits for politicsi reasons; it considers the creditworthiness 
of the country, the participants in the transaction and the 
projet: itself in addition to o:her critaria see forth in its 
lcglslation. 

The repor: zrques that Erlm does not hb;ve a precise set of 
criteria for evaluating credit applications and thus Esim may 
not be giving rigorous analysis to prelimina.ry commitment 
applicatitins and may give preferential treatment to the Soviet 
Union. The report oversimplifies the judgments which must be 
made at the staff and Director level of the Bank. Exim has 
internal criteria which are applied globally without country 
prefcrent fal treatmcne. However, each transaction has qualitative 
as well as quantitative differences. No bank can operate on a 
rigid quantitative analysis basis to make sensitive credit- 
worthiness judgments. 

o Exfmbank Operating Procedures are Ken-preferential. There are 
mutually agreed procr?dures for handlfnq Exfmbank transactions 
in a nuraber of countries iii the world-not just the U.S.S.R., 

. 
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Poland, and Romania--r;hich facilitate monitorin the growth 
of debt by c:er.tral authorities in c!lese countries. The 
objective is as z,uch in LxinSxik's interest 8s G creditor as to 
the benefit of the country. Tr: edch case Eximbank must res?ecr 
the eovcrcisn right and capability of the foreign govcrn..snt to 
establish the br.ternal procedl;rcs it decns necessary. Poland, 

Romania and the U.S.S.R. also hnvc bilateral sgreements at the 
government level with France, Jdpdn ar,d the U.K. which establish 
the basic frayework within which !iestern credits will be made 
&.“.&:l.L* ., *?...- :k,c UULC. L.IU.2) ;rc:ejzrzl arrzzgcacats fc!l~-od *Gf th 
these cnrlntrics do not give thca any prefercntiai treatment. 

The report c1aip.s the Exit harmed U.S. exporters by issuing its 
prclintn;lry cornnitcentz only to Polish and Soviet borrowers, 
as rcqwbtcd by those countries, rather than to V.S. fins 
desiring to export to thea. oven if ~xim wcrc dole to provide 
preliminary conmitncnt-s directly to U.S. suppliers, U.S.S.R. 
and Polis!~ authorities would contfnl:a to control which suppZLers will 
win thr contracts or ever, be :~llowcd to bid. Cms idcrable 
investncnt 1~3s bc required in I:rcparing bids, a particular drain 
on medium and small suppliers. False hopes should net Le set by 
issuing a preliminav co114 k ncnt i.f there is not serious interest 
on thr par-1 of the poteMia1 buyer. Indeed, many quppliurs have 
:xmxtcC :o Exit, t!:n: t5ey velcone :!-+r existi-;. ;rccc3~*:e, 
stnce tlrry do not have to get involved in the finaricing aspects 
in additio;l to all their commercial Contract ncgotfa:ions. 

o Exfnhank Amlies ConqIstcnt RcquireFcnts fcr Country bono& -- --- --. 
Inform;lt ion. Exinb.lrtk has consisten:ly sr*ugirt, the iullcst 
pxblc--Giormation fro:1 all possible SCW:CV~ ,lbout the cred’it- 
worthinkass of countrits to which it is lenc’ir:$; These sources 
include information fron all U.S. agencies, thr> IMF and 1BRD 
and similar regiuncll banks. rhc U.N., privotc financial institutions 
and ncadcrlic sources. ‘EC Bank nlso solicits Infomution directly 
from Corcij;n govemccnts whcrc it deans nccpss;lry to fill gaps, 
and this is done with the V.S.S.R., Poland. ‘and Romania. However, 
some foreign sovernr.:r!nts have their own striqt laws and regulations 
aboQt relc.lsc of jzformtio:: bcyon.! certzir. types which &i-bank 
cannot override. In any evcot, E:cinl;.ink h,:g!tntde no.ctedit 
judgments involvirlg any foreign country--inc?ud\,tg the I!.S.S.R., 
Poland, and Romanja--unless it was fully satisf!ed that it had 
sufficient. cconornic information. 

‘; o Exim Does The di-,cussion of 
z 

hot DispInce Private Financing. ---- 
commercial b3nk uiiiingness to participate :n exp~t financing 

6’ to the nonnarket cconclmy countries overlook.-; a nu,\bcr of facts 
* 
5 

which strorldly influc?ncc con~crcial Icn\finc: the legal lending 
limit to single borrowers; the Johnson Act rcstra. ncs on private 

‘0 
E 
= 
“0 
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lending from the U.S. to countries in default to the U.S.; 
and internal bank portfolio limits to various countries. 
Many banks have cemented about their inability to participate 
in credits without mote Exim involvement. Zn fact, rather than 
compering with private financing through use of its guarantee 
ptogtam, Zxin can actually enhance private sector lending capa- 
bilities. 

When discussing S*+viet willingness to pay cash, the report fails 
to point out that the U.S.S.R. has ample credit available from 
government sources in Western Europe and Japan. Without similar 
government-supported export financing from the U.S.. the ability 
of U.S. finis to compete effectively for billions of dollars of 
Soviet orders will be jeopardized. U.S. companies have already 
found it necessary to use foreign credit sources to win Soviet 
contracts by sotitcing from abroad goods they had planned to ship 
from the U.S. 

Attachment 

-, 

\ 
i 

i 
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Executive Secretary 
East-West Foreign Trade Board 
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Attachment to memorandum 
to Mr. Fasfck from 
Mr. Parsky 

’ EXFXUTIVE B” 4NCH RESPONSE TO GAO REPORT: 

TRADE AND DETERTE -- AN ASSESSMENT 

Participating Agencies 

Council on International Economic Policy 

Department of Agriculture 

Department of Commerce 

Department, of Defense 

Department of State 

Department of the Treasury 

Export-Import Bank 

Off ice of Management and Budget 

National Security Comcil 

Special Representative for Trade Negotiations 

. 
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. 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS RESPONSIBLE FOR 

ADMINISTRATION OF ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS STATEMENT .- 

Tenure of office 
From To 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

SECRETARY OF,STATE: 
Henry A. Kissinger 
Will iam P. Rogers 

Sept. 1973 Present 
Jan. 1969 Sept. 1973 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

SECRETARY OF TffE TREASURY: 
William E. Simon May 1974 Present 
George P. Shultz June 1972 May 1974 
John R. Connally . Feb. 1971 Yune 1972 
David M. Kennedy Jan. 1969 Feb. 1971 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 
Donald H. Rumsfeld 
James R. Schlesinger 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Melvin R. Laird 

Nov. 1975 Present 
July 1973 NOV. 1975 1 
Jan. 1973 Apr. 1973 
Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE .- 

ATTORNEY GENEPJIL: 
Edward H, Levi 
William 5. Saxbe. 
Elliot L. Richardson 
Richard G, Kleindienst 
John N. Mitchell 

\ Feb. 1975 Present 
Jan. 1974 Feb. 1975 I May 1373 Oct. 1973 l June 1972 May 1973 
Jan. 1969 Mar. 1972 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE: 
Earl L. Butz 
Clifford M. Rardin 

Dec. 1971 Present 
Jan + 1969 Nov. 1971 
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Tenure of office 
l:rom - To -I_ - 

SECRETARY OF CQMMEHCE: * 
. Rogers :. 0. Morton May 1975 Present 

Frederick 9. Dent Feb. 1973 Mar. 1975 
. r Peter G. Peterson Feb. ?972 Feb. 1973 

Maurice H. Stans ,J ,a n . 1969 Feb. 1972 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND L%UDcET 

DIRECTOR: 
James'?'. Lynn Fe b . i975 Pr !sent 

- -. Roy L. Ash F?-5. 1973 Feb. 1975 
Caspar W. Wcinberqer June 1972 Feb. 19‘73 
George P. Shultz J;;ly 1970 J*J ne 1972 
Robert P. Mayo Ja. . 1969 June 1970 

, 
Effective date 
of appointment 

NATJOIIAL SECURITY COUNCIL - 

ASSISTANT TO TEE E’RZSIDENT 
FOR NATI3NAL SECURITY AFFAIRS: 

Brent Scowcroft 
Henry A. Kissinqcr 

Nov. 1975 
Jan. 1963 

COUNCIL ON INTERNA'I'IO~'A5 ECONOMIC POLICY -- 

EXECUTIVE DIRiCTOR: 
John M. Dunn (acting) Feb. 1975 
William D. Eberlz July -1974 
Peter M. Flaniqan Feb. 1972 
Peter C. Petelrson Jan. 1971 

i 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

DILjECTOH: 
\ George H. Hush Jcii;!. 1976 

William E. Colbv Sept. 1973 1 \ James R. Schlesinger Feb. 1973 
{Richard Helms Jan. 19;5J ,:, 

b 
7 * I*, 

\ 

I 
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Effective date 
of appointment 

I 
COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

CHAIRMAN: 
Alan Greenspan Sept. 1974 
Herbert Stein Jan. -1972 _. 
Pau1.W. McCracken Feb. 1969 
Arthur Okun Jan. 1969 

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL PEPRESENTATIVE 
FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS 

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR 
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS: 

Frederick B. De;lt 
2?illiam D. Eberle 
Cal-1 J. Gilbert 

Mar. 1975 
Nov. 1971 
Aug. 1969 

EXECIJTIVF OFFICE OF THE PPESIDENT 
. 

COUNSELOR TO THE PRESIDENT 
FOR ECONOMIC POLICY: 

Kenneth Rush May 1974 

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT 
FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS: 

L. William Seidman Sept. 1974 

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF THE UNITED STATES 

PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN: 
Stephen M. DuBrul, Jr. Jan.\‘ 1976 
William J. Casey Mar. 1974 
Henry Kearns Mar. 1969 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE. 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

CHAIRMAN: 
Arthur F. Burns 
William McChesney Martin 

Jan. 1970 
Jan. 1969 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION (note a) 

CHAIRMAN: 
William Anders 
Dr. Dixie Lee Ray 
James R. Schlesinger 
Glenn T. Seaborg 

Jan. 1975 
Feb. 1973 
Aug. 1971 
Jan. 1969 

fi/ Formerly the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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